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Message

from The Hon. Chief Justice

The Court was generally successful at managing its
case load at both the High Court and Court of Appeal
levels through leveraging the use of technology.

Court’s work.

the Member States and Territories to the E - Litigation

Like many institutions across

Portal

the region, the Court has

the period, with the Portal

been forced to grapple with

now being launched in 6 of

the effects of the COVID-19

the 9 Member States and

Welcome to another edi-

pandemic. The pandemic

Territories.

tion of the Annual Report

has forced the Court to see

that the remaining Mem-

of the Eastern Caribbean

and engage in the virtu-

ber States of Grenada, Saint

Supreme Court. The Annu-

al world in ways that have

Vincent and the Grenadines

al Report gives the public

become our new normal –

and the Commonwealth of

an overview of the work of

pushing the Court into sur-

Dominica will be linked to

the Court during the period

vival mode and requiring

the Portal in the upcoming

2019/2020. This brief mes-

the Court to transform its

months so that electronic

sage provides a snapshot

operations at an even faster

filing will become the stan-

of the significant develop-

pace. I take this opportunity

dard operating practice of

ments at the Court over the

to highlight some of those

the Court.

last year. I therefore encour-

developments against this

age you to read this report

backdrop.

for a more comprehensive understanding of the

continued

during

It is my hope

The second development
concerns the implementa-

First, the task of linking all
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tion of a number of add-

4

ed measures to keep the

diation process through a

offences, dishonesty offenc-

wheels of justice turning

re-issued Practice Direction,

es and firearm offences,

amidst the COVID-19 pan-

which now provides for the

with more in the pipeline. I

demic. These range from

conduct of virtual media-

wish to thank the members

the use of virtual platforms

tions – a useful tool in the

of the Sentencing Advisory

such as Zoom to conduct

current COVID-19 climate.

Committee for their dili-

remote

hearings,

along

gent work in crafting these

with a protocol guiding the

The

conduct of such hearings,

which I wish to highlight

to the introduction of sev-

relates to the work of a

The Civil Procedure Rules

eral practice directions. No-

number of the Court’s re-

Review Committee has also

tably, the COVID-19 Emer-

view

made

gency

Practice

the period under review.

completing their report on

Direction (now in its 3rd

Like last year, the Sentenc-

the proposed amendments

re-issue) has provided for

ing

Committee

to the rules of court. After

the continued filing of court

continued apace with its

a round of post drafting

documents in the Member

work. To date, we have now

consultations, we are hop-

States not yet linked to the

rolled out the first and sec-

ing that the amendments

Portal as well as in matters

ond tranches of Sentenc-

will come into effect later

for which e-filing of court

ing Guidelines. They cover,

this year. I am exceedingly

documents is not yet avail-

some drugs offences, sexual

grateful to the Committee

Measures

third

development

committees

Advisory

during

able by making provision
for the filing and service of
court documents by e-mail.
For those Member States
and Territories linked to the
Portal, a Practice Guide was
published which allows for
those matters which are
still being managed utilising manual filings to be
brought onto the Portal.
We have also modernised
our court-connected me-
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very important guidelines.

significant

strides,
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for their dedication to see-

my hope that you will gain

preme Court Headquarters

ing this task through the

a deeper appreciation for

and the various High Court

formative stages.

the reforms undertaken by

Offices, and on my own be-

the Court.

half, I thank you for your

The Code of Ethics Review

support. Our commitment

Committee has also worked

While our operations were

and pledge is to continue

tirelessly to produce a com-

severely constrained due to

to serve you the people of

prehensive

revised

the various health and safe-

the Eastern Caribbean to

Code of Judicial Conduct,

ty measures implemented

the best of our ability.

which will replace the exist-

across the 9 Member States

hope that we will continue

ing 17-year old Code. The

and Territories to curb the

to have your support, as we

draft revised Code has gone

spread of COVID-19, the

endeavour to provide ac-

for to consultation among

Court was generally suc-

cess to a system of justice

judicial officers, including

cessful

that is fair, efficient and ac-

Magistrates and Registrars

case load at both the High

and the Committee is now

Court and Court of Appeal

in the process of reviewing

levels through leveraging

Dame Janice M. Pereira,

the feedback with a view to

the use of technology. De-

DBE, LL.D.

finalising the new Code. I

spite our new and perhaps

express my deep apprecia-

unfamiliar way of delivering

tion to the Members of the

court services, technology

Committee for undertaking

has truly allowed the Court

this comprehensive review.

to continue to serve the

We look forward to the new

people of the Eastern Ca-

Code of Judicial Conduct

ribbean. I encourage you to

coming on stream in the

have a look at the statistics

upcoming months.

provided in this report, as

draft

at

managing

its

these give a better picture
As I indicated earlier, these

of the work the Court has

are merely a few of the tasks

undertaken.

the Court has been undertaking over the last year.

On behalf of the Judges,

As you thumb through the

Management and Staff, of

pages of this Report, it is

the Eastern Caribbean Su-
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countable.
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Message

From The Court Administrator

The COVID-19 pandemic brought along its challenges but also allowed the court to introduce some of our
future plans earlier than intended.

by the law and the public

ECSC begin a decade of

together with the efficiency

strategic change of pro-

of public service expected

cesses and procedure, from

in today’s world. This re-

paper to digital and from

port offers many insights

physical to virtual hearings.

into the ECSC’s strategic

The ECSC responded rapid-

The year under review has

response, forward planning

ly and flexibly to COVID-19

not been without its chal-

and solutions that were

and as a Court we have

lenges for the Court; like

used to bridge the gap and

been

every other year, the ear-

keep the wheels of Justice

what a truly resilient and

lier part of 2020 posed its

turning.

progressive Court we have

own challenges and op-

able

to

showcase

become over the past 50

portunities for the Eastern

The

Caribbean Supreme Court

ic brought along its chal-

response to the COVID-19

(ECSC). In ways in which we

lenges but also allowed the

pandemic, the Court mod-

planned and in ways driven

court to introduce some

ified its practices in order

by circumstances, we had

of our future plans earlier

to minimise in-person at-

to change and adapt - as

than intended.

tendance on Court premis-

COVID-19

pandem-

we do continually - in pro-

years.

In March 2020, in

es, with the Court’s priority

viding both the level of ac-

The introduction of these

being the health and safety

cess to justice demanded

new plans has seen the

of the community, includ-
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ing litigants, practitioners,

ing with the local Registrars

protection of the Court’s

judges, staff, and the fami-

and Ministries of Health in

information assets by re-

lies of all of these groups.

each of the Member States

ducing IT security risks and

and Territories developed

improving

These developments will, of

COVID-19 protocols to al-

IT security levels. The op-

course, always be consid-

low for the smooth opera-

portunity over the next 12

ered against the measure

tion of the justice system.

months will be to capitalise

that they must improve and

The protocols were for the

on the digital practice and

not impair the fair, timely

most

implemented

cultural initiatives that have

and cost-effective adminis-

and measures were under-

been implemented to ad-

tration of justice to the peo-

taken to ensure that the

dress COVID-19. The ECSC

ple of the OECS region. As

appropriate and required

will continue to build a cul-

such, the Chief Justice is-

social distancing protocols

ture of innovation and tech-

sued five special measures

were in place to mitigate

nological transformation to

Practice

the risk of infection to staff

support the timely delivery

and the public.

of justice to the people of

Directions

that

would guide our operations

part

generally

our

the OECS region.

as the Court transitioned
to the new normal. It must

Additionally, investment in

be noted that during this

IT security was increased as

The Court’s E-litigation proj-

period,

Re-

various measures were im-

ect team continued the

source Department work-

plemented to enhance the

implementation

the

Human

and

roll

out of the ECSC E-litigation
portal. We are encouraged
by the roll out schedule to
date as there are currently six Members States and
Territories using the portal
and the only reason implementation was not completed in the other three
Member States is due to
the COVID-19 pandemic
with its inherent travel restrictions along with oth-
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er logistical arrangement
challenges. The stakeholders in the Members States
and Territories where the
portal has already been implemented have reported
that the portal is providing them with an increase
in

operational

efficiency,

saving significant time and
cost to clients and to law
firms.

The resilient com-

ponent of the portal also
assists the ECSC and law
firms in continuing their

It is the hope of the ECSC

resents a complete over-

operations remotely when

that when citizens and res-

haul of the 17-year old

in-person attendance was

idents become more aware

Practice Direction No. 1 of

impossible or minimized.

of the benefits of media-

2003.

The ECSC continued its

tion, they will use it as the

faceted approach ensuring

Court-Connected

Medi-

first step towards resolving

that all aspects of the me-

Awareness

disputes, and members of

diation process are consid-

Campaign in each Mem-

the Bar will also encour-

ered and addressed. These

ber State and Territory with

age their clients to mediate

revisions are intended to

the kind support from the

their disputes once media-

vastly improve the media-

Canadian-funded

tion is as an option.

tion process and facilitate

ation

Reform

Public

and

Judicial

Institution-

It adopts a multi-

improved access to justice,

al Strengthening (JURIST)

Additionally, the ECSC also

especially for unrepresent-

Project. It is the ECSC’s posi-

reissued a new Practice Di-

ed parties and litigants. You

tion that for the mediation

rection that will guide the

can click on the following

process to be fully utilized,

practice of Mediation across

link to access and read the

it is necessary for the public

the Member States and

Reissued Practice Direction

to become more informed

Territories. The Court-Con-

of the mediation process

nected Mediation Practice

and of the many benefits.

Direction

(Re-Issue)

rep-

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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During the year under review, the Judicial Education
Institute (JEI) continued to
play a vital role in keeping
the judiciary in touch with
the issues and trends of the
society by fostering the dialogue

between

internal

and external stakeholders.
Key activities of the JEI
during the year under review

included: the

Joint

Symposium of the OECS
Bar Association which was

on the JEI programmes un-

achievements would have

done remotely;

dertaken during the year

been possible without your

under review.

hard work and success-

training

workshop for Judges and

ful adjustment in working

Magistrates of the OECS
Member States and Terri-

In closing, I want to express

remotely during this pan-

tories; and the continued

my sincerest appreciation

demic. I am deeply grate-

training of High Court Staff

to the Hon. Chief Justice,

ful for your dedication and

members. All the activities

Judicial Officers, Registrars

flexibility, especially amid

were held with a view to

and Magistrates, as well

these difficult circumstanc-

providing judicial officers

as the staff of the Court’s

es and look forward to you

and court staff with high

Headquarters and the court

continuing in this regard in

level training that will as-

offices in each Member

the upcoming year.

sist them to perform in a

State and Territory, for their

manner that upholds the

continuous

judiciary’s

independence

dedicated efforts through-

and integrity and ensures

out the past year. You have

public trust and confidence

persevered even as your

in the administration of

work routines and person-

justice. You can peruse the

al lives have been heavily

JEI section of this report for

disrupted by the COVID-19

more in-depth information

pandemic. None of these

support

and

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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Appellate Jurisdiction

Caseflow Management
It has been the department’s distinct pleasure to play
our role in assisting in the dispensation of justice.

As in years gone by, the
department
siduously

Introduction

to

worked

as-

ensure

the

Staff
Complement

timely processing of ap-

During the period under

peals from the above men-

review, there were several

tioned courts and tribunals.

changes to the staffing of

During the last 6 months

the Court of Appeal Regis-

of the period under review,

try.

Over the period under re-

the department also had

view, the Registry of the

to deal with the COVID-19

Resignations /

Court of Appeal performed

pandemic

Change in Position

its function of managing

cantly changed how the

In

appeals from decisions of

department had to oper-

bade farewell to Ms. Desma

the Magistrates’ Courts and

ate to ensure that the Court

Charles who had served

High Courts in all the East-

of Appeal could continue

the Court in the capacity of

ern

Supreme

to function effectively and

Deputy Chief Registrar for

Court’s nine Member States

efficiently. This resulted in

over 3 years.

and Territories and from

the Department processing

decisions of the Labour Tri-

a greater number of elec-

The period under review

bunals in Montserrat and

tronic documents to facili-

also saw the department

Antigua and Barbuda.

tate virtual court sittings.

bidding farewell to Judicial

Caribbean

which

signifi-

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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2019,

we
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Research Assistants Ms. Liz

of three new Judicial Re-

27 from the previous year,

Joseph and Mr. Jayde Jean.

search Assistants in the per-

making a total of 220 civ-

Towards the end of the

sons of Mrs. Jodi-Ann Mas-

il appeals filed. There was

period under review, Mr.

ters-Singh and Ms. Desiree

however a slight increase

Stephen Corrington was

Valentine, both of whom

in the number of criminal

elevated from the post of

joined in January 2020 and

appeals filed in 2019 from

Judicial Research Assistant

Mr. Peter Marshall who

the previous year - a total

to the post of Executive Le-

joined in March, 2020.

of 223 criminal appeals

gal Assistant to the Chief
Justice.
We

filed in 2019 compared to
staff

199 criminal appeals filed

complement of the depart-

in 2018. In 2019 there was

ment is thirteen (13) bro-

a decrease in the num-

ken down as follows:

ber of commercial appeals

Currently

continue

to

remain

grateful to these dedicated

the

total

individuals for the service

filed, bringing the number

they provided to the Court,

Chief Registrar

down from 54 in 2018 to

in particular the Registry

Deputy Chief Registrar

26 in 2019. There was also a

department. We wish them

5 Case Managers

slight decrease in the num-

every success in their future

6 Judicial Research Assistants

ber of appeals filed in the

endeavours.

Industrial Court from 13 in

Appointments
In January 2020, we were

Workload for
the Calendar
Year 2019

pleased to welcome Mr.
Carlos

Cameron

2018 to 12 in 2019.
A detailed analysis of the
case load for 2019 can be

Michel

There were 481 appeals

found in the section on

in the position of Deputy

filed in total in the High

court performance in this

Chief Registrar. Prior to his

Courts

Report.

appointment, Mr. Michel

Courts during the calendar

held the post of Executive

year 2019. This figure rep-

Legal Assistant to the Chief

resents a decrease from the

Justice.

518 cases which were filed

and

Magistrate’s

Court Sittings
for the Calendar
Year 2019

in 2018.
A total of 1255 appeal mat-

During this period, the department
ened

with

was
the

strength-

The number of civil appeals

ters were heard via Full

addition

filed in 2019 decreased by

Court

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report

sittings,

Chamber
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Hearings, Status Hearings

States and Territories.

ber of matters listed

and Video/Teleconferences:

for Chamber Hearings,

•

Full Court Sittings:

•

Chamber Hearings:

with cause lists con-

ϟϟ

These

ϟϟ

There were eleven (11)

taining an average of

where a panel of three

Chamber Hearings con-

40 matters per month.

judges sit to hear ap-

ducted, which on aver-

peals and in some cas-

age is about once per

•

Video/Teleconferences:

es applications. There

month, for the purpose

ϟϟ

There were 10 Video/

were twenty-one (21)

of case management

Teleconference

scheduled

and dealing with inter-

ings

locutory

applications.

was an increase from

2019, a slight decrease

This led to a hearing of

7 in the previous year,

from

twenty-two

456 matters, 20 more

demonstrating

(22) held in 2018. An-

than the year before.

Court’s increasing use of

tigua and Barbuda, the

The matters scheduled

technology to assist in

Territory of the Virgin

for consideration at the

the dispensation of jus-

Islands, Grenada, Saint

Chamber Hearings were

tice. A total of 13 mat-

Lucia and St. Kitts and

dealt with on paper.

ters were heard during

Nevis each had three (3)

There continues to be

Video/Teleconference

sittings; St. Vincent and

an increase in the num-

Hearings in 2019.

are

sittings

Sittings

Full

for

the

Court

the

year

the Grenadines, Anguilla, and Dominica had
two (2) sittings each;
Montserrat had one (1)
sitting. From April 2020
all sittings of the Court
were held virtually via
Zoom. This allowed the
Court to ensure that
despite the COVID-19
pandemic and its effects, we were able to
continue

to

provide

service to the Member

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report

in

2019,

Hearwhich

the

13

•

Status Hearings:

Included in the number of

conduct the case manage-

ϟϟ

These hearings are held

judgments delivered were

ment of matters listed on

to determine the status

judgments containing the

the preliminary cause lists

of appeals which have

written reasons for an oral

for Full Court sitting at least

been filed but have not

decision of the Court hand-

three to four weeks prior to

yet progressed to hear-

ed down at an earlier date.

the scheduled sitting. This

ing, for one reason or

allows for the weeding out

another. From January

In 2019 the Court also de-

of matters which are not

2019, Status Hearings

livered 348 oral decisions.

ready to be heard and in

were

by

These oral decisions are

which the parties agree to

the Chief Registrar. In

captured in the digests of

an adjournment due to lack

most cases, these hear-

decisions produced by the

of readiness or some other

ings were conducted

Court. The digests are sum-

reason. This exercise allows

for each Member State

maries of all matters heard

the Court to concentrate

and Territory, the week

at sittings of the Court and

on matters that are ready

before the Court of Ap-

written judgments which

for hearing and to structure

peal Sitting. A total of

were delivered. In addition

the sitting allotting specific

21 Status Hearings were

to the oral decisions given,

hearing days to each mat-

conducted in 2019.

the digests provide infor-

ter. It must be noted that

mation on the issues dealt

there is still much progress

with, the order made and

which can be made in this

the reasons given for the

area, however it requires

order.

the cooperation of coun-

All digests, once approved,

sel and the parties. There

can also be found on the

are still far too many mat-

The total number of writ-

website and prove useful

ters which, although during

ten judgments delivered

to practitioners especially

case

for 2019 was 48. The judg-

where there are no written

presented as being ready,

ments of the Court contin-

decisions.

are still not ready for hear-

conducted

Delivery of
Judgments for
the Calendar
Year 2019

ue to be published on the
Court’s website once deliv-

are

ing when the sitting com-

Highlights

mences. In the coming year

ered, unless the Court specifically orders otherwise.

management

we will endeavor to work
with counsel and the par-

Case Management
The

Court

continued

to

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report

ties to resolve this issue.
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Legal Internship
For a number of years now,
the Court has partnered

Significant
Judgments
Delivered in 2019

ance of the joint tenancy
– Severance of a joint proprietorship – Operation of
a judgment as a charge on

with the Law Schools in the
Caribbean to offer place-

The following judgments

property – Whether the op-

ments for two students on

delivered in 2019 are wor-

eration of a judgment as a

its 10-week Legal Intern-

thy of mention:

charge on property severs
a joint tenancy – Whether

ship Programme over the
KEITHLEY LAKE ET AL V

an order for sale of prop-

RICHARD VENTO ET AL

erty in satisfaction of one

In 2019, the Court host-

AXAHCVAP2016/0012

joint proprietor’s debt sev-

ed Ms. Andrena Athill and

Delivered: 20th June 2019

ers a joint proprietorship.

the Norman Manley Law

Civil Appeal – Judgments

On 23rd September 2013

School. Ms. Athill and Mr.

Act – Registered Land Act

the respondents obtained

Phillips are both nationals

– Part 55 of the Civil Proce-

a final arbitration award

of Antigua and Barbuda.

dure Rules 2000 – Order for

against the appellants for

Unfortunately, due to the

sale of property by a judg-

US$7,419,000.00 which was

COVID-19 pandemic, the

ment creditor – Whether

duly registered as a judg-

Court was unable to offer

the Master erred by failing

ment of the High Court of

the usual placements to

to make inquiries into an

Anguilla.

As a means of

the selected students for

alleged

enforcing

the

2020. It is our hope that

terest in land – Joint pro-

award,

when the global health sit-

prietorship

Proprietors

applied for the sale of four

uation returns to some lev-

in common – Whether the

properties in Anguilla in

el of normalcy, we will be

Master erred in ordering

which the first appellant,

in a position to resume our

the sale of property which

Mr. Keithley Lake, has an in-

partnership with the Law

a judgment debtor owned

terest. The properties that

Schools in the Caribbean

in common with non-debt-

were the subject of the

to offer the Legal internship

ors – Whether the Master

application

Programme.

erred in ordering the sale

52 which is owned by Mr.

of jointly owned properties

Lake absolutely; parcel 127

without the consent of all

which is owned by Mr. Lake,

joint proprietors or sever-

and in which his

period June to August.

Mr. Zachary Phillips from

unregistered
–

in-

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report

the

arbitration
respondents

were:

parcel

sister,
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Marilyn Harewood, claims

Master

an inquiry be made into

to have an unregistered in-

erred by ordering the

the interests of any in-

terest; parcel 129 which is

sale of the entirety of

terested persons in the

owned by Mr. Lake and his

parcel 189 in which Mr.

land, and the extent of

sisters, Marilyn Harewood

Lake owns only a one-

such interests in the net

and Jean Hooks, as propri-

third interest as a pro-

proceeds of sale. While

etors in common in one-

prietor in common;

the Master’s order rec-

third shares; and parcel 209

ii.

Whether

Master

ognises both Ms. Hare-

which is owned by Mr Lake

erred by ordering the

wood and her alleged

and his wife as joint propri-

sale of the entirety of

interest in parcel 127,

etors.

parcel 209 in which

there was no specific

Mr. Lake owns an inter-

finding in relation to

On 5th December 2016 the

est as a joint proprietor

the nature and extent

learned Master heard the

with his wife; and

of her interest in the

application for the sale and

iii. Whether

the

iv. Whether

the

the

Master

property.

In the face

ordered that the four prop-

erred in his identifica-

of

erties be sold by public

tion and application of

that Ms. Harewood held

auction and directed that

the legal principles re-

an interest in the land,

the proceeds of sale be di-

lating to lands owned

which would necessari-

vided in accordance with

by joint proprietors and

ly have to be accounted

an order of priority set out

proprietors in common.

for in the substantive or-

in the order.

unresolved

claims

der, the Master was reHeld:

allowing

the

ap-

quired to make a specif-

Mr. Lake, being dissatisfied

peal, setting aside the or-

ic finding regarding the

with the Master’s orders,

der of the learned Master,

interest, and if neces-

appealed. The issues arising

and making the orders set

sary, give directions for

for determination before

out in paragraph 39, that:

an enquiry into the ex-

the Court of Appeal were:
i.

Whether

the

istence or otherwise of

Master

1. Rule 55.5 of the Civil

Ms. Harewood’s interest.

was required to and/or

Procedure Rules em-

Rule 55.5 of the Civ-

did make an order in

powers the court to give

il

respect of Marilyn Hare-

directions to facilitate

2000

wood’s unregistered in-

the sale of property, in-

terest in parcel 127;

cluding directions that

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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Rules

considered.

2. The court’s power to sell
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the lands of a judgment

has first been severed.

der the sale of the joint

debtor is limited to sell-

There is no evidence

property. The order for

ing only the debtor’s in-

that the joint propri-

the sale of parcel 209

terest in the land. Such

etorship in parcel 208

was therefore irregular

a sale cannot include

was severed by volun-

and must be set aside.

the interest of any oth-

tary acts of the joint

Sections 2, 3, 4 and 8

er person in the land

proprietors. Neither did

of the Judgments Act

being sold, such as a

the fact that the judg-

R.S.A. c. J10 considered;

proprietor in common.

ment debt operated as

section 107 of the Reg-

The order for the sale

a charge on the land

istered Land Act R.S.A.

of the entirety of parcel

under the Judgments

Cap. R30 considered;

189, which necessarily

Act operate to sever the

Williams v Hensman

included the interests

joint proprietorship, as

(1861) 70 ER 862 con-

of

propri-

the four unities of time,

sidered; Mums Incor-

etors in common, was

title, interest and pos-

porated and another v

in excess of the court’s

session that are essen-

Cayman Capital Trust

jurisdiction under the

tial for a joint tenancy

Company and others

Judgments Act.

remained

unaffected

2000 CILR 132 consid-

order

by the charge. It follows

ered; Eunice Edwards

for the sale of parcel

that the Master did not

v Keith Edwards and

189 must be set aside.

have the power to or-

another

the

other

cordingly,

the

Ac-

Sections 2, 3, 4 and 8
of the Judgments Act
R.S.A. c. J10 considered.
3. Where a joint proprietorship

subsists,

the

court will only have the
power to make an order
for the sale of one proprietor’s interest to the
exclusion of the other
proprietors’

interests,

where the joint tenancy

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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and
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Barbuda Civil Appeal

– Contracts silent on for-

On 9th January 2007, ten

No. 15 of 2005 con-

feiture of leave not taken

months before the expira-

Mill-

during contractual term or

tion of her last contract, Ms.

er-Weston v Paul Miller

payment in lieu thereof –

Johnny wrote to the Per-

and Leithia Miller Su-

Implied terms – Whether

manent Secretary, for per-

preme Court of Jamai-

term of good faith should

mission to take a portion of

ca, Claim No. CL 2002

be implied into the con-

her accumulated leave but

MO94 (delivered 22nd

tract – Nature of contract

was not favoured with a re-

June 2007, unreported)

– Performance of contract

sponse. This was followed

considered; First Global

– Should untaken vaca-

by several unanswered en-

Bank Limited v Rohan

tion leave be converted to

quiries.

Rose Supreme Court

money absent a contrac-

30th June 2010, Ms. Johnny

of Jamaica, Claim No.

tual or statutory provision.

was advised that her appli-

sidered;

Sheila

2012CD00029

(deliv-

By letter dated

cation for payment in lieu

ered 29th July 2016, un-

Ms.

(“Ms.

of leave had been denied.

reported) distinguished;

Johnny”) was employed as

No reason was furnished for

James F. Walker v Su-

Saint

the decision.

san Lundborg [2008]

representative to the Or-

UKPC 17 distinguished.

ganisation

Sonia

Johnny

Lucia’s

permanent

of

American

Ms. Johnny issued a claim

States and Ambassador Ex-

for

traordinary and Plenipoten-

against the Government of

tiary to the United States of

Saint Lucia claiming pay-

America. Her first contract

ment in lieu of 7 ½ months

SONIA JOHNNY v THE AT-

of

entitled

leave, interest and costs.

TORNEY GENERAL

her to 33 working days’ va-

She stated that at the end

SLUHCVAP2017/0036

cation leave annually to be

of each contract, her leave

Delivered 13th December,

normally taken at the com-

form included a statement

2019

pletion of the tour of duty.

that her leave was rolled

Her two subsequent con-

over to the next contractual

Employ-

tracts maintained her enti-

period and that the prac-

ment law – Entitlement

tlement to 33 working days

tice of rolling over accumu-

to payment in lieu of va-

leave but required that the

lated leave from contract

cation leave accumulated

leave be taken during the

to contract implied a term

over successive contracts

tour of service.

into the contract that if she

View Judgment

Civil

appeal

–

employment
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breach

of

contract
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were unable to take her

express terms of the con-

est thereon at the rate of

leave, it would not be for-

tract and that there was

6% per annum and award-

feited; hence, she was enti-

no contractual right to pay-

ing to the appellant pre-

tled to be paid for it. She

ment in lieu of leave, either

scribed costs in the sum of

further stated that she was

on the express terms of

$30,049.45 in the court be-

unable to take her stipulat-

the contract or by implica-

low and 2/3 of that amount

ed leave due to the exigen-

tion, based on the practice

on appeal, that:

cies of the post.

identified by Ms. Johnny of
rolling over leave, which, on

1. The term to be implied

The respondent, asserted in

the evidence had not been

into a contract depends

the defence, that there is no

proven.

upon the context of

right to receive payment in

the particular contract

lieu of leave and receipt of

The appellant, being dissat-

involved.

any payment in lieu thereof

isfied with the decision, ap-

of this contract is an

is at the sole discretion of

pealed on several grounds

employment

the Crown.

Any accumu-

including that the judge

which is of a different

lation of leave outside the

erred in the approach with

character than an ordi-

scope of a contract must be

respect to implying terms;

nary commercial con-

with the expressed approv-

the judge erred in not con-

tract. In an employment

al of the relevant depart-

sidering

contract there is often a

ment head and in accor-

faith, reasonableness and

significant

dance with the established

abuse of contractual rights

of power between the

procedure.

Johnny

and the judge erred in not

contracting parties.

was obligated to take leave

having a holistic apprecia-

this case, a conflict ex-

during the currency of the

tion of performance of the

isted between the State

contract and her failure to

contract and that the na-

and Ms. Johnny with

so do rendered the leave li-

ture of the contract.

respect to the payment

Ms.

issues

of

good

able to forfeiture.

The context
contract

imbalance
In

of accumulated annual
Held:

ap-

leave. The resolution of

dis-

peal; awarding to the ap-

that conflict was in the

missed the claim, holding

pellant payment in lieu of

hands of the State. As

that Ms. Johnny did not

vacation leave in the sum

pleaded by the State,

establish a right to accu-

of

it was a matter of dis-

mulate leave based on the

with pre-judgment inter-

The

learned

judge

Allowing

$220,395.60

the

together
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As the party
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exercising the discre-

ought to have implied a

ought to be expressly

tion, the State has a

term that the decision

provided for. It should

clear conflict of inter-

should be exercised in

not arise by implica-

est, heightened by the

a reasonable manner,

tion

significant power im-

in good faith and in

Given

balance between Ms.

a manner that would

of power between the

Johnny and itself.

not lead to an abuse

State and Ms. Johnny,

of

if it were the intention

In

seeking to ensure that

contractual

rights.

or

intendment.

the

imbalance

of the respondent that

power is not abused,
the court will imply a

Braganza v BP Ship-

leave not taken during

term of good faith as

ping

[2015]

the contractual period

to how it should be ex-

UKSC 17 applied; John-

would be liable to for-

ercised.

son v Unisys Limited

feiture, this ought to

[2003] 1 AC 518 applied.

have been expressed.

2. Ms. Johnny’s contracts

Young v Bess (1995) 46

in

Accordingly,

deciding

whether

Limited

Ms. Johnny should be
paid in lieu of vacation
leave, the learned judge

contained

failed

appreciate

sion for forfeiting leave

that the State had an

not taken during their

implied duty to act in

currency.

good faith.

is penal in nature and

to

The judge

no

provi-

Forfeiture

WIR

165

considered.

3. Ms. Johnny was contractually entitled to 33
working

days

annual

paid leave. The Government of Saint Lucia, as
the employer, was liable to make payment
in respect of the annual leave. This is the ordinary liability to pay
wages to an employee
in respect of the period
of employment.

Not

only was it pleaded that
payment in lieu of leave
is a discretionary matter

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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for the Crown, the judge

automatic forfeiture of

MR PARTS LTD. v THE COMP-

found that the evidence

Ms. Johnny’s leave, not

TROLLER OF CUSTOMS &

clearly supports the fact

taken during the term

EXCISE

that payment in lieu of

of the contract, in cir-

SLUHCVAP2017/0019

leave was an exercise

cumstances where the

Delivered: 30th July 2019

of discretion by an em-

contract contained no

ployer.

provision for forfeiture.

Civil

Accordingly, there was

(Control and Management)

Johnny was the bene-

a

wrongful

exercise

Act – Power of Comptrol-

ficiary of the favourable

of discretion.

Further,

ler of Customs and Ex-

exercise of that discre-

there was no proper

cise to seize goods under

tion in 2000.

basis for the forfeiture.

section 130 of the Act

The evidence

established

that

Ms.

Based

appeal

–

Customs

– Failure to institute con-

on the factual circumstances and the plead-

Ministry of The Pub-

demnation

ed defence, Ms. Johnny

lic

Informa-

– Unlawful seizure – Sec-

is entitled to payment

tion and Broadcasting

tion 6 of the Constitution

for

et al v Vincent Marcel

of Saint Lucia – Protection

SLUHCVAP2017/0006

from deprivation of prop-

(delivered

14th

erty – Statutory immunity

leave

not

taken.

4. The respondent’s plead-

Service

proceedings

ing that the untaken

March2019,

unreport-

conferred on Comptroller

leave was “liable to for-

ed) distinguished; Or-

under section 133(2) of

feiture”

mond

The

the Act – Whether learned

forfeiture is not auto-

Attorney General MNIH-

judge erred in granting

matic and is a matter of

CV2000/0005 (delivered

immunity in circumstanc-

discretion. A discretion

30th May 2001, unre-

es where there had been

must not be exercised

ported) distinguished.

a most deplorable abuse

denotes

that

Shotte

v

capriciously

of power – Whether appel-

or unreasonably. There

lants entitled to damag-

arbitrarily,
is

nothing

to

show

es by way of vindication

View Judgment

of

what factors informed

constitutional

rights

ECONO PARTS LTD v THE

based on abuse of power

discretion against Ms.

COMPTROLLER

by customs officers – Spe-

Johnny.

TOMS & EXCISE

cial damages not proven

Consolidated with

–Whether appellants enti-

the

exercise

of

that

What trans-

pired in effect was an

OF

CUS-
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tled to nominal damages.

anything seized where no-

The main issue on appeal

By notices of seizure dated

tice of a claim is given. No

was whether the immunity

4th October and 10th De-

condemnation

proceed-

conferred on the Comptrol-

cember 2013, the Comp-

ings were brought by the

ler in section 133(2) applies

troller

Comptroller.

where, as the judge found,

of

Customs

(“the

Comptroller”) seized three

there had been a most de-

containers of automotive

The appellants instituted

parts belonging to the ap-

judicial review proceedings

pellants.

The notices al-

and challenged, amongst

Held: allowing the appeal,

leged statutory violations

other things, the lawful-

awarding nominal damag-

of improper importation,

ness of the decision to is-

es in the sum of $20,000.00

making

declara-

sue the notices of seizure.

and vindicatory damages

coun-

The learned judge found

in the sum of $75,000.00 to

and

the custom officers’ ac-

the appellant plus costs in

attempting to evade the

tions to be a most deplor-

the court below to be as-

payment

able abuse of power by the

sessed if not agreed within

duties on the items in the

Comptroller.

He granted

21 days, and on appeal, at

consignments.

orders of certiorari quash-

two thirds of the assessed

ing the notices of seizure on

costs in the court below,

Following the issuance of

the ground that the notices

that:

the notices of seizure, and

were unlawfully issued. The

as required by section 3

learned judge, however, de-

1. Section 133(2) of the

of schedule 4 (the “sched-

clined to award costs and

Customs Act prescribes

ule”) of the Customs (Con-

damages on the basis that

two instances in which

trol and Management) Act

damages were not a relief

the Comptroller and his

(the “Customs Act”), the

claimed, special damages

officers are afforded im-

appellants gave notice to

were not proven and on

munity from payment

the Comptroller of their

the basis of the statutory

of damages and costs

intention to make a claim

protection afforded by vir-

where judgment is giv-

against the seizure. Under

tue of section 133(2) of the

en against the Govern-

section 6 of the schedule,

Customs Act as he was sat-

ment or the Comptrol-

the Comptroller is mandat-

isfied that the Comptroller

ler in any proceedings

ed to take condemnation

had reasonable grounds for

brought on account of

proceedings in respect of

detaining the containers.

a seizure or detention.

tions,

untrue
submitting

terfeit

documents
of

chargeable

ECSC 2019/2020 Annual Report
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Firstly, where a certifi-

sale

The

learned judge, having

cate relating to the sei-

Commissioners of Her

found this was a most

zure has been granted

Majesty’s Revenue and

deplorable

after

Customs [2014] UKSC

power, could not have

34 applied.

found that the con-

condemnation

proceedings have been
instituted, and second-

of

ly, where the court is

seizure and not deten-

ler and his officers was

satisfied that there were

tion.

based

reasonable grounds for

view proceedings did

grounds. This amount-

either seizure or de-

not concern whether

ed to an error of law.

tention. The powers of

the

had

Sheikh Adbullah Ali Al-

seizure and detention

reasonable grounds for

hamrani v Sheikh Mo-

are distinct in nature

detaining the contain-

hamed Ali Alhamrani

and purpose.

Seizure

ers but concerned the

BVIHCVAP2013/0005

is a more drastic option

failure of the Comptrol-

(delivered

leading to forfeiture. It

ler to bring condem-

tember

puts in train the pro-

nation

reported)

cedural

of

subsequent to the is-

schedule 3 which are

suance of the notices

wholly concerned with

of seizure.

Therefore,

edly suffered but un-

condemnation of prop-

to engage the immu-

quantified, it is the duty

erty as forfeited. There

nity in section 133(2)

of the court to recognise

is

corresponding

(b), the learned judge

the loss by an award

procedure

ought to have been sat-

that is not out of scale.

relating to detention.

isfied that there were

Though no lease was

reasonable grounds for

presented, it is common

R (on the Application

the seizure.

ground that the con-

of

ing

statutory

Eastenders

Cash

involved

abuse

duct of the Comptrol-

no

case

v

a

provisions

2. This

Limited)

The judicial re-

Comptroller

that

proceedings,

The find-

there

on

reasonable

18th

Sep-

2013,

un-

followed.

3. Where loss is undoubt-

were

tainers were stored at a

and Carry plc and oth-

reasonable grounds for

warehouse that did not

ers) v The Commission-

detention of the con-

belong to the Customs

ers for Her Majesty’s

tainers was not one

Department. The com-

Revenue and Customs;

which was open to him

mercial reality is that

R (on the application

as detention was not

either rent would have

of First Stop Whole-

in issue. Moreover, the

accrued or some incon-
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venience would have

the purposes of exam-

activities and highlights of

been suffered because

ination,

the past year.

of the unavailability of

trial or enquiry’. In the

the warehouse due to

instant case, there is no

It has been the depart-

the goods being stored

evidence of any inves-

ment’s distinct pleasure to

there.

Additionally,

tigation, trial or inqui-

play our role in assisting the

auto parts purchased

ry. The inaction by the

dispensation of justice. The

for resale and kept from

Comptroller

following

COVID-19 pandemic saw

the appellants for three

the unlawful seizure for

the court having to revise

and a half years would

a period of three and a

the manner in which our

be substantially deval-

half years constituted

operations continued, so as

ued.

In the absence

a violation of the ap-

to ensure that we were able

of proof of damages,

pellants’ constitutional

to meet the department’s

this Court is justified

right to protection from

demands.

in

nominal

deprivation of proper-

damages for loss un-

ty for which an award

The pandemic has created

doubtedly suffered over

of vindicatory damag-

an environment whereby

the period of seizure.

es ought to be made.

the department has had to

awarding

investigation,

focus more heavily, someCharlton

Greer

v

Attorney

General

of

times exclusively, on the

Alstons

Engineer-

Trinidad and Tobago v

use of technology to dis-

ing

and

Ramanoop 2005 UKPC

pense with matters. It is a

15 applied.

new mode of doing busi-

Sales

vices

Limited

UKPC

46

Ser-

[2003]
applied.

ness, one from which there
View Judgment

4. Section 6(6)(a)(vii) of the
Constitution

of

are truly grateful to counsel

Saint

Lucia contemplates en-

can be no turning back. We
and litigants for taking this

Conclusion

journey with us, with very
minimal resistance to allow

actments such as the
Customs Act, and al-

It is our hope that our read-

us to re-invent ourselves in

lows for taking posses-

ers and users now have a

an effort to remain efficient

sion of or acquisition of

greater appreciation of the

and effective.

property for ‘as long as

work of the department

may be necessary for

and a closer insight into the
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Court-Connected

Mediation
Toward the last quarter of 2020 and in the coming
year, effective monitoring and evaluation methodologies and strategies will be adopted to advance mediation service delivery

which supports the Court’s

cial Reform and Institution-

objective of dealing with

al Strengthening (JURIST)

cases justly, by affording

Project,

litigants an alternative to

lic awareness campaigns

the adversarial system of

highlighting the tenets of

resolving disputes. Media-

mediation, in Grenada, St.

of

tion has been well estab-

Kitts and Nevis and the

media-

lished as a viable option

Commonwealth of Dom-

tion in the nine (9) Mem-

which is cost-effective, less

inica.

ber States and Territories

time consuming and em-

continued on the revision

(MSTs) under the jurisdic-

powers the parties to have

of Practice Direction No. 1

tion of the Eastern Carib-

their ‘day in court’ without

of 2003 - Court Connect-

bean Supreme Court some

the attendant limitations

ed

17 years ago, the Regional

the Court process places on

ing the need for increased

Mediation Programme has

litigants.

numbers of mediators in

Since

the

advent

court-connected

seen its share of accom-

conducted

Additionally,

Mediation.

pub-

work

Recogniz-

several of the MSTs, discus-

plishments and challenges.

To ensure that Mediation

sions were held with Mrs.

The mediation pilot project

remains an area of core

Ann Diaz, Trainer/Facilitator

as it once was, has success-

focus,

the Eastern Carib-

from the University of the

fully evolved into a formal

bean Supreme Court with

West Indies – St. Augustine

mediation

the assistance of the Judi-

Campus, for the training of

programme,
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new mediators in Montser-

MSTs hosting online medi-

mediation process, general

rat, Saint Lucia and Saint

ation sessions via the Zoom

buy-in for the benefits of

Kitts and Nevis. By the

videoconferencing

mediation

time training is completed

form or by Skype. This was

and legal practitioners and

in these jurisdictions, the

a learning process for all

overall

number of Organisation of

stakeholders who adapted

the

Eastern Caribbean States

appropriately,

Programme.

(OECS) Mediators will in-

issues as they evolved and

crease to over 230.

rose to overcome the chal-

plat-

dealt

with

lenges presented. The pan-

from

litigants

improvements

Regional

to

Mediation

Reports from
Member States
and Territories

During the first quarter of

demic

2020 the Eastern Carib-

the restructuring of the Me-

bean along with the rest

diation Training Workshop

Statistical

of the world, was beset

which was adapted from a

from the Mediation Coordi-

by the Novel Coronavirus

5-day in-house programme

nators/Assistants have been

(COVID-19) Pandemic. Gov-

to a hybrid of 10-half day

captured in the table below

ernment

sessions,

trainees

to provide a brief synopsis

signed to curb the spread

and coaches in-house and

of mediation activities for

of the coronavirus meant

the trainer delivering the

2019-2020:

that mediations could not

course and evaluating par-

be held at Court Offices in

ticipants virtually, with the

the usual manner. In an ef-

able assistance of the in-

fort to preserve the progress

house coaches.

regulations

de-

also

necessitated

with

made in the area of mediation, Her Ladyship, the Hon.

Toward the last quarter of

Dame Janice Pereira, DBE,

2020 and in the coming

Chief Justice of the Eastern

year, effective monitoring

Caribbean Supreme Court,

and evaluation methodol-

swiftly called for the insti-

ogies and strategies will be

tution of virtual mediations

adopted to advance medi-

throughout the Court’s juris-

ation service delivery, the

diction. Within the months

number of cases referred

which followed, referrals to

to mediation, rates of suc-

mediation resumed with

cessful outcomes from the
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Criteria

Ang.

Saint
Lucia

Ant. &
Bar.

Gren.

Dom.

Mont.

Nevis

St. Kitts

SVG

TVI

No. of matters referred to
mediation

5

156

90

115

50

3

9

47

40

25

No. of mediations held

5

92

125

112

43

3

8

40

22

16

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

25

27

50

9

0

18

6

7

0

0

1

4

0

2

1

2

No. of cases settled before
mediation
Outcome: number of mediations settled

2

Outcome: number of mediations partially settled (some
issues settled)

3

Outcome: number of mediations not settled

3

12

30

19

15

2

5

22

12

8

No. of further mediations to
be held

1

55

57

22

8

0

1

4

3

0

No. of mediations (lawyer)

5

64

29

37

6

3

40

10

10

No. of mediations (non lawyer)

0

92

3

75

1

0

0

12

6

No. of settled cases which
were settled within 30 days

2

0

0

12

1

0

0

No. of settled cases which
were settled within 60 days

0

25

0

39

0

6

7

Programme
Evaluation

6

mediations held in 6 of the

that of 2018. It should be

9 MSTs in 2019. However,

reiterated that a targeted

the number of successful

approach will be adopted

Comparative data relating

outcomes

mediation,

aimed at overarching im-

to mediations in the East-

that is the number of cas-

provements to the Region-

ern Caribbean during 2018

es fully settled at media-

al Mediation Programme

and 2019 depict small in-

tion increased in 5 MSTs

during the next reporting

creases in the number of

during 2019 compared to

period.

to
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Court

Projects
Equal access to justice is ingrained
in the mission of the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court.

Introduction

is about ensuring citizens

complete. This work has

in

Carib-

been in progress now for

appropri-

some time and it was im-

the

Eastern

Access to justice is central

bean

to the rule of law and in-

ate

assis-

portant that we bring this

tegral to the enjoyment of

tance, no matter how they

to a close as so many other

basic human rights. It is

enter our justice system.

activities depended on the

an essential precondition

Equal access to justice is

completion of those rules.

to

ingrained in the mission

The Rules Committee in

a

of the Eastern Caribbean

presenting the document

democ-

Supreme Court; and it is

to the Hon. Chief Justice

in this regard that

the

identified several areas of

a

social
critical

inclusion
element

well-functioning
racy.

A

and
of

traditional view

receive
advice

and

is that courts are the cen-

following

were

Law reform that would be

tral ‘suppliers’ of justice. To

engaged in during the year

necessary to compliment

some extent that remains

under review.

the provisions of the rules,

true. Courts are ultimately
the arbiters of legal issues,
able to declare what the

activities

these areas would need to

Family Division
Pilot Project

be addressed by the legislature and steps are already
being taken to bring this to

law is, what the rights and
obligations of parties are

One of the main activities

the attention of the relevant

and enforce those declara-

under this project, the Fam-

authorities. Some of the ar-

tions. To us access to justice

ily Proceedings Rules is now

eas of legislation include:
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1. Development of legis-

committee

enforce a maintenance

lation for the enforce-

identified a need for a

order made in the Mag-

ment

judg-

procedure that would

istrate’s Court after an

and

allow for the merging of

order for divorce has

overseas judgments in

a maintenance and ac-

been granted in the

the ECSC jurisdiction.

cess order with any oth-

High Court.

Although Part 41 of

er order which is sub-

the Family Proceedings

sequently made in the

3. The rights of unmarried

Rules was introduced to

High Court on the hear-

fathers under the provi-

deal with enforcement

ing of a petition for di-

sions of the Guardian-

of orders of the court in

vorce (once the judge is

ship of Infants Act.

other jurisdictions, the

satisfied that the order

committee was of the

made by the magistrate

view that this Part did

is adequate) and for the

other

not go far enough, espe-

enforcement of that or-

ment for breach of an

cially as it related to ex-

der in the High Court

access order.

tra-regional (non-OCES

jurisdiction. At present

ent the only penalty is

States and territories)

many persons (includ-

imprisonment.

enforcement of main-

ing attorneys) are con-

tenance and custody

fused as to which court

5. Amendments to the Ev-

orders. There also must

has the jurisdiction to

idence Act as it relates

of

ments

local

overseas

ders.

The

be consideration for the
need for reciprocity so
that if the ECSC jurisdiction recognizes an
order from another jurisdiction there should
also be provisions in
place for ECSC orders
to be recognized in that
other jurisdiction.
2. Merging

of

mainte-

nance and access or-
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4. To allow for penalties
than

imprisonAt pres-
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to the provisions to facilitate remote hearings

Mediation in
Family Matters

would be necessary to support that activity as the current Practice Directions for

for children and other
vulnerable witnesses in

In preparation for the Fam-

Mediation in Civil matters

court proceedings.

ily Division Pilot Project, the

(PD) being finalised are not

ECSC with support from

applicable to family pro-

6. The amendment of the

UNICEF, in late 2020, ran

ceedings. This will be the

Divorce Act to include

its first Family Mediation

next major activity for the

treating with matrimo-

Training in Antigua where

Project steering commit-

nial property as part of

twenty-five (25) trained and

tee; meanwhile the Gov-

the divorce proceedings.

practicing mediators were

ernment of Antigua and

given specialized training

Barbuda has approved sev-

in family mediation. The

eral of the key administra-

newly

Family

tive positions for the Family

Proceedings Rules embrac-

Division which includes a

Legislation that clarifies

es mediation as a tool to

Court Administrator for that

what are the rights and

assist with resolving family

Division who is currently as-

responsibilities of the bio-

disputes and consequently,

sisting with some of the set

logical parent versus that

a separate regime of prac-

up work for that Division.

of the spouse regarding

tice guides and directions

7. Repealing of provisions
for child marriages.
8.

completed

children in Marriages.

Halls of Justice
The Hon. Chief Justice has
established committees in
the Territory of the Virgin Islands (BVI), Dominica, and
Grenada to assist the Governments there with finalizing the plans and executing
the Halls of Justice Project.
These

committees

have

met several times and are
working with the local Authorities to implement the
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plans. In the BVI the plans
have been revised and the
Government

is

moving

steadily to begin work on
that project. In the case of
Dominica, the government
announced the cooperation of an overseas friendly government which has
committed to funding the
project as part of a grant
arrangement for the Hurricane Maria Relief Fund,
and the local committee is
working with them to finalise the needs assessments
and move to the next stages of the project. Although
a committee has not yet
been finalised for St. Vincent and the Grenadines,
the Government there has
approved the borrowing of
funds from local financial
institutions

for

the

pur-

poses of building the Halls
of Justice. In all the three
Member States and Territories

mentioned

above,

the Government has decided to proceed with the
sites selected by the ECSC
and for which the necessary feasibility studies were

done as a part of the ECSC

by the government of Saint

HOJ Study in 2011.

Lucia to prepare new facilities to accommodate the

In Saint Lucia, the Government is moving ahead with
plans for the construction
of a building to accommodate the Police Headquarters and the Criminal
Courts. The ECSC had been
engaged during the early
stages of this process and
we await the opportunity
to review the plans which
have been developed since
then. In the meantime, the
ECSC has completed a full
needs assessment and design brief for a developer
who has been identified
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The Judicial

Education Institute
In 2020, despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the JEI
completed the High Court staff training series.

host the conference in April

the annual OECS Bar As-

of 2020, however due to the

sociation

COVID-19 pandemic, plans

Conference. The Joint Sym-

had to be aborted.

posium focused on the fol-

De-

spite the challenges posed

Regional

Law

lowing topics:

by the pandemic, the JEI

Judicial
Education
Institute
The Judicial Education Institute (JEI) of the Eastern
Caribbean Supreme Court
(ECSC) is responsible for
the capacity strengthening
of the Court’s Judiciary and
during the period under review, the JEI was unable to
host its signature event, the
Annual Judicial Conference.
Plans were well in train to

continued its objective of

•

‘The

Art

of

Effective

providing training for jurists

Appellate

Advoca-

and staff of the ECSC.

cy’, facilitated by The
Hon. Mr. Justice Paul

Joint Symposium

Webster, Justice of Ap-

On 14th September 2019,

peal of the ECSC, Mr.

the Joint Symposium was

Douglas

held at the St. James Club

Attorney-at-Law

and Villas in Antigua. The

Trinidad

Joint Symposium is an an-

go and Mrs. Tana’ania

nual activity co-sponsored

Small-Davis,

by the Judicial Education

ney-at-Law from Jamai-

Institute(JEI) and the OECS

ca;

Bar Association. The Joint
Symposium is a fixture of
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Mendes,
and

SC,
from

TobaAttor-

‘Legal Ethics in the Digital Age’, facilitated by
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The Hon. Courtney Abel,
Judge of the Supreme
Court of Belize; and
•

‘The Importance of Mediation in the Court Process’ facilitated by Ms.
Ann Diaz, Programme
Coordinator

of

the

UWI’s Mediation Unit in
Trinidad and Tobago.
The Joint Symposium con-

Staff of the Dominica High Court with facilitators Hon.

tinues to be a particularly

Hon. Justice Kimberly Cenac-Phulgence and Hon. Justice

important session as it is

Birnie Stephenson

one of the few occasions
where the bench meets
the bar to discuss important issues which affect the
jurisprudence of the OECS.
By all accounts, the Joint
Symposium was a successful and informative event.
Training for High Court
Staff of Saint Kitts and
Nevis, Antigua and Barbuda,

Grenada,

Saint

Court staff of St. Kitts and Nevis during the training session.

Vincent and The Grenadines and Dominica
The

Eastern

Caribbean

programme with a series of

ing in the islands of Anti-

(ECSC)

training workshops for High

gua and Barbuda, Grena-

through the Judicial Edu-

Court Staff in both 2019

da, Saint Vincent and the

cation Institute (JEI) con-

and 2020. In 2019 the JEI

Grenadines, and the Com-

tinued its capacity building

conducted in person train-

monwealth of Dominica. In

Supreme

Court
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and staff of the Court’s
Headquarters who delivered

their

presentations

through practical exercises, hands-on demonstrations and role playing. The
Grenada High Court Staff with facilitators Hon. Justice
Paula Gilford (far right) and Hon. Justice Agnes Actie
2020, despite the COVID-19

of focus at the workshops

pandemic, the JEI com-

included:
•

Building

relationships

of Montserrat and the Brit-

with the public through

ish Virgin Islands. The train-

effective customer ser-

ing in the three islands

vice;

were conducted virtually

•

and were a great success.

Managing High Court
procedures such as probate and the adminis-

The workshops brought together judges’ secretaries,

tration of estates;
•

The civil case process

court clerks, filing clerks,

including the appeals

case managers, court ad-

process and the crimi-

ministrators

nal trial process;

and

bailiffs.

The objectives of the work-

•

Training in the use of

shops were to: improve the

video and web confer-

quality of service delivered

encing applications as

to the general public and

well as audio recording

legal

and filing.

fraternity;

occupational

increase

skills

programme

will

assist in improving and enhancing the administrative
systems of the courts. One
of the goals coming out of
the training programme is

pleted the High Court staff
training series in the islands

training

and

knowledge; and enhance

The workshops were facil-

the overall function of the

itated by an experienced

court office staff. The areas

team of Judicial Officers
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the development of manuals which will outline the
various procedures to be
followed by Court Office
staff in discharging their
functions. These manuals
or user guides will be invaluable to the increased
efficiency and accountability in the Court Offices. It is
our hope that the Registry
manual will be completed
by the end of 2021.
The JEI would like to thank
the JURIST Project, a project coordinated by the Caribbean Court of Justice
for its financial support towards the hosting of these
vital training workshops.
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Supporting the Court
OUR HUMAN RESOURCES
was provided with Lead-

Changing to suit the

ership development train-

new normal

ing,

culminated

The global pandemic forced

with a presentation of their

the Eastern Caribbean Su-

achievements to the Chief

preme Court to reevaluate

Justice and their colleagues.

the way we work. The threat

The second cohort was due

of the Coronavirus affect-

to commence in 2020, but

ing the region caused the

due to the Coronavirus pan-

management team to hold

demic, these activities were

emergency meetings. The

halted indefinitely.

HR Department developed

which

Heads of Department

a

Leadership Development

which enabled us to con-

Training FOR THE COURT’S

tinue operations through-

HEADQUARTERS

out the pandemic.

This program had commenced in December 2018
with an assessment of the

37

%

Think their Organisations are
prepared for future
changes

Telecommuting

policy

The IT Department partnered with the HR Depart-

needs of the program as

ment and ensured that the

well as 360 reviews on all

infrastructure was set up al-

managers. This helped us
shape the program to ensure the needs of the participants and the organiza-

lowing employees to work

80%

Believe it could
take up to 3 years
to strengthen their
company culture
due to COVID-19

tion were met.

remotely and therefore ensure productivity was not
severely affected by the
shutdowns that took place
across the Member States

The first cohort of leaders

and Territories.
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The Future of HR in the

ensure that the needs of all

face of COVID-19

employees are met.

The HR department hosted
online sessions for mem-

HR Intranet Portal

bers of staff on how to cope

The HR Department is cur-

with the new normal as well

rently working in collab-

as providing counseling for

oration with the Website

those most severely affect-

Administrator to develop

ed. The restrictions which

an HR Portal for all staff

the Coronavirus has placed

members. This will provide

on us has forced the ECSC

all employees with a cen-

to halt some of our annual

tral location where they

training and development

can access all relevant HR

activities for the year 2019-

Information, updates and

2020, but we have been

guidelines.

using alternative means to
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OUR Financial RESOURCES

Budget Preparation
The Court’s Financial Year
runs from September 1st
to August 31st. As part of
its normal functions, the
Accounts Department prepares the annual budget of
the ECSC and it is submitted by the Chief Justice to
the Heads of Government
of the OECS (or the Authority) for their approval.
Before the annual budget
of the ECSC is approved

The Eastern Caribbean Su-

in each Member territory.

by the Authority, it goes

preme Court (ECSC) is fi-

The Member State contri-

through three stages of

nanced

butions presently agreed to

analysis and review.

by

contributions

from nine members of the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) in
accordance with an agreed

are as follows:
•

Member States

In its first stage, under
the

Contributions (%)

direction

of

the

Chief Justice and the

percentage. This percent-

Court Administrator, the

age of the approved annual

budget is prepared by

budget is set by the Judicial

the Accountant utilizing

& Legal Services Commis-

historical data and in-

Anguilla

8

Antigua

13

BVI

13

Dominica

11

Grenada

13

Montserrat

5

Member State are the num-

St. Kitts & Nevis

11

work plans. Upon com-

ber of resident judges and

Saint Lucia

13

pletion, the draft bud-

number of Court sittings

SVG

13

get is discussed at the

sion in concurrence with the
OECS Heads of Government
(or the Authority).

Factors

influencing the percentage
contribution made by each
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formation provided by
the Department Heads
at the ECSC Headquarters based on their respective departmental
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ECSC level and signed

Once the Budget is ap-

quarterly or annually, in ad-

off by the Chief Justice.

proved by the Authority, it

vance.

becomes a treaty obliga•

In the second stage, the

tion of each Member State

The approved budgets for

budget is presented to

to pay the contributions in

the financial year under re-

the Budget Committee

accordance with the preset

view and the prior financial

(comprising of budget

percentages

year are as follows:

officers

earlier.

cial

and/or

secretaries

finanfrom

each of the Member
States and Territories)

Cost Centre

for their review and discussion. Once reviewed,
they may make recommendations and suggest possible changes

Approved
Budget

Presented
Budget

Percentage

2018/19

2019/2020

Increase /
(Decrease)

12,917,285

12.21%

Personal
11,511,382
Emoluments
Administrative Expenses

4,186,685

4,171,344

-0.37%

ing to the next stage.

Capital Expenditure

370,400

130,050

-64.89%

In its final stage, the

Judicial Education

637,095

526,728

-17.32%

150,858

129,267

-14.31%

Chief Justice. The bud-

Judicial and
Legal Services Commission

get is again reviewed,

Total

16,856,420

17,874,674

6.04%

for the Court to consider

•

highlighted

prior

budget

is

to

mov-

presented

to the Authority by the

and critical aspects may
be discussed and adjusted as agreed before

These contributions are due

The ECSC presented a bud-

the final approval is giv-

on September 01 of each

get with an overall increase

en by the Authority. It is

calendar year. The Court

of 6.04% for the period

a requirement that the

has been flexible in accept-

2019/2020. This was pri-

decision to approve the

ing contributions and the

marily the result of the sal-

budget must be unani-

option is available for Mem-

ary increases approved for

mous.

ber States to pay monthly,

Judicial Officers and Staff
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and the funding of a few
additional positions at the
ECSC Headquarters.
Timely Funding
We have continued to face
the untimely receipt of cash
contributions

from

some

Member States and Territories (MSTs) and the situation
with the COVID-19 pandemic has made the ability for some Member States
and

Territories

to

make

timely payment of contribu-

to assist the court with its

funding from UNICEF and

tions that much worse.

judicial education training

UN-Women

programmes

justice

ECSC to continue its work

We continue to work with

reform initiatives: The Brit-

with the implementation

and urge the different MSTs

ish High Commission, the

of the Family Division of

to put a plan in place to ad-

Bureau

the High Court in Antigua

dress the arrears of contri-

Narcotics and Law, UNDP,

butions. We hope that as

IMPACT Justice Project and

we move into the next fi-

the JURIST Project. Through

nancial year we witness an

these agencies, the JEI was

improvement in the situa-

able to stage the following

tion so that the Court can

programmes;

continue to provide the de-

ing of country by country

sired level of service to the

High Court Staff training,

users of the justice system.

Confiscation

of

and

International

the host-

training

for

Judges and regional and
During the year under re-

international

view, we received very valu-

tion of our Judicial Officers

able contributions from the

at Caribbean and Interna-

following donor agencies

tional Judicial Forums. The

representa-
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OUR Information RESOURCES

databases,

core

journals,

law reports and legislation
in addition to legal text
books.
The Library significantly extended its existing online
resources in 2019 and continued to maintain and expand the library hardcopy
collection

and

digitizing

same where appropriate.
ICT plays a huge part in the
efficiency of the library, parLaw Library

well as practicing attorneys

During the reporting period

who turned to the court’s

the ECSC library continued

library for assistance in lo-

its support of the work and

cating authorities. Library

information needs of the

resources include subscrip-

judicial officers and staff as

tions to a range of online

ticularly in 2020 with the
restrictions

implemented

as a result of COVID-19. Requests for electronic copies
of legislation and cases increased significantly while
in-office visits were suspended.
We continue to expand
our digital collection thus
allowing our judicial officers access to legal materials from the safety of their
homes. We also maintain
the

physical

collection

by periodic weeding and
through the generosity of
partner agencies such as
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IMPACT Justice Project who
donated books; we were
able to keep the collection
up-to-date and relevant.
The library is also responsible for the preservation and
digitization of judgments
rendered from the ECSC.
This is one of the more
pressing activities of the
library as we aim to keep
pace with judgments delivered and clear an existing
backlog.

The

Information

Services

Manager and the Information Services Officer also
availed themselves of continuing

professional

de-

velopment and training to
keep abreast of trends and
best practices, and contributed to the profession by
involvement in professional
bodies.

Mr. Dwaymian Brissette- Information Services Manager
and Ms. Anselma Fadlin- Information Services Officer in
attendance at the Caribbean Association of Law Libraries
Conference in St. Johns, Antigua.
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Records Management
Unit
Records are the informational assets of an organization and are critical to
its operations. They are the
organization’s
memory

and

corporate
help

pro-

tect its interests as well as
those of its employees and
the public. It is the organization’s responsibility to
manage its records and information effectively thus
enabling

accountability,

transparency, and access.
Effective records management ensures that the organization can document
its decisions and activities
and that the information
needed is retrievable, authentic, and accurate.
The Records Management
Unit (RMU) is responsiblefor the court’s records management programme. This
is a continuous process, and
the state of the programme
changes depending upon
reorganization, technology
improvements, changes in
personnel, resources, and

other factors. For example,

2020, was particularly chal-

the ECSC E-filing project

lenging due to COVID-19,

which commenced in 2018

as many of us abruptly tran-

has changed the way the

sitioned to extensive tele-

court does business and

work. As a result, we have

has impacted on the cre-

implemented new systems

ation and maintenance of

and processes to improve

court

which

virtual collaboration to ac-

are now fully digital. This

complish our mission, and

means that a transition to

it is important to continue

a fully electronic environ-

to identify and manage re-

ment is inevitable and that

cords created during this

the RMU must ensure the

crisis. This situation has rein-

preservation of, and access

forced the vital importance

to permanent electronic re-

of ensuring the manage-

cords of the Eastern Carib-

ment of electronic records

bean Supreme Court.

in electronic format.

documents

It is

therefore imperative that
This reporting period Au-

we devise a plan to address

gust 1, 2019 to July 31,

full transition to electronic
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recordkeeping. This will en-

December 31, 2022.

tronic format. These chal-

The digitization of the

lenges include technology

accurate information in a

permanent inactive re-

issues, legal or regulatory

timely manner, from any

cords created in hard

requirements that require

location, at any time.

copy or other analog

paper, dependency on pa-

formats (e.g. microfiche,

per by some staff members,

To this end, the RMU has

microfilm, analog video,

non-compliance to records

identified the following key

and analog audio) by

management

goals for transition to full

December 31, 2023

as well as an overall lack of

sure access to current and

•

electronic recordkeeping.

resources. There is also the
•

•

The development and

issue of the use of a variety of

A fully digitized Vital

implementation

a

electronic information sys-

Records

migration plan for long-

tems, cloud solutions, elec-

term

tronic messages including

Management

Programme.

Some of

the vital records are still

of

preservation

of

electronic records.

text messages, chat/instant

in paper format, but the
RMU has been working

•

messages, voice messages,
•

The implementation of

and messages created in

on a project for the dig-

standard naming con-

social media tools or appli-

itization of all vital re-

ventions for electronic

cations, which are currently

cords, which should be

documents. The nam-

not included in the court’s

completed by June 30,

ing conventions have

informational assets.

2021.

been completed. However, there is need to in-

In order to ensure that all

The management of all

clude a section for court

records created and re-

permanent records in

documents,

the

ceived are included in the

electronic format (re-

assistance of the Case

court’s information assets,

gardless of original for-

Manager II has been so-

each staff member must

mat) with appropriate-

licited.

continue to adhere to es-

and

metadata by December
31, 2023.
•

procedures,

tablished records manageare

ment procedures as set out

now being created and

in the Records Retention

of

stored electronically, there

and Disposal Policy partic-

all temporary records

are challenges to main-

ularly as we transition to a

in electronic format by

taining all records in elec-

fully digital environment.

The

management

While

most

records
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The policy is currently un-

year, we developed and

by providing links to the

der review and it is hoped

implemented a web-

records in the database.

that it will be finalized with-

based Correspondence

It must be reported

in the next two months.

Management Database,

that though there are

with the assistance of

a few bugs which we

The RMU has also devel-

Mr. Demetrius Charles,

continue to resolve as

oped draft rules for the

Website Administrator.

they arise, the system

management of court re-

Phase I of the database,

is

cords

draft

which is the correspon-

schedules. We are current-

dence data entry mod-

ly awaiting feedback on the

ule, was implemented

draft schedules from the

in April 2020.

High Courts. In addition,

we have entered over

cords management ac-

there was also a review of

300 records and we

tivities revolved around

existing retention sched-

are in the process of in-

coding and filing of pa-

ules to ensure that they still

tegrating

65,000

per-based records and

meet business needs, and

records from the pre-

provision of access to

to identify gaps that may

vious Microsoft Access

these records.

indicate unscheduled re-

correspondence

da-

activities continued at

cords. These activities have

tabase,

which

failed

its regular pace though

been

in

November

2019.

there were challenges

along

with

progressing

slowly

over

To date

due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

working

efficiently.

2. Active Records Management
ϟϟ

The bulk of active re-

These

for filing and retrieval
Phase II of the database

due to the relocation of

is the development of

staff to the Waterfront

During the reporting pe-

the records series mod-

offices while the phys-

riod, work in the following

ule which we hope to

ical records are still lo-

areas continued to progress

implement by Septem-

cated at the Renham

satisfactorily, despite all the

ber 2021. This will com-

offices.

challenges which resulted

plete

Correspon-

have been made for the

from Covid-19:

dence

Management

Records & Archives Of-

Database and enable

ficer II to carrying out

us to integrate into the

filing and retrieval ac-

Versatile records man-

tivities at the Renham

agement

offices, when necessary.

1. Correspondence Management
ϟϟ

During

the

reporting

our

programme
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The RMU has embarked

riencing some Logisti-

ities have been 100%

on a project to enhance

cal

which

satisfactory. During the

the requests for retrieval

should be sorted out in

reporting period all re-

of records (active and in-

short order. This means

cords scheduled for de-

active) via a web-based

that the transferred box-

struction have been de-

records

form

es are currently stored

stroyed.

with the assistance of

on pallets and tables on

Mr. Demetrius Charles,

top of each other. De-

Website

Administrator.

spite this situation, we

This new form will ad-

continued to update the

vance our move towards

inactive records meta-

a fully digital environ-

data in the Versatile Re-

ment, as well as reduce

cords Management Pro-

the time to receive re-

gramme, although we

quests for records and

were unable to assign

to provide the informa-

permanent box and lo-

tion for records and pro-

cation numbers to the

viding the information.

transferred records. This

request

challenges

has impacted negatively
3. Inactive Records Manϟϟ

on our ability to retrieve

agement

any records which were

Inactive records man-

transferred from 2017

agement

activities

to current. At this point,

continued to be very

it must be noted that

challenging during the

the furniture has since

reporting period.

been

Staff

relocated,

how-

have been unable to

ever acquisition and in-

carry out any accession-

stallation of additional

ing activities at the Re-

shelves are still pending.

cords Centre since 2017,

Though we have experi-

although we have trans-

enced challenges with

ferred a total of 256 box-

some inactive records

es during that period.

management

We are currently expe-

ties, destruction activ-

activi-
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Information TECHNOLOGY

matters in Saint Lucia and
TVI) and Court of Appeal
matters electronically via
the portal. Civil (including
Commercial in Saint Lucia
and TVI) and Court of Appeal Matters that were originally filed and managed
manually can now be migrated into the E-Litigation
Portal through implementation of the Practice Guide
1 of 2020 – “Migration of
Court of Appeal, Civil, and

Attorney General of Montserrat, Mrs. Sheree Jemmotte
Rodney, signing into ECSC E-Litigation Portal for the first
time

Commercial Matters manually filed prior to the implementation of the Electronic Litigation Portal.”
The implementation of the

ECSC E-Litigation Portal

the latter part of February

Portal in the remaining

As a result of the Covid-19

into early March 2020. The

MSTs – Commonwealth of

pandemic, the ECSC was

Portal went live for filing of

Dominica, Grenada and St.

only able to launch the Por-

all Civil and Court of Appeal

Vincent and the Grenadines

tal in three additional MSTs

Matters in Montserrat on

is currently being planned

during this reporting peri-

March 2, 2020.

amidst the pandemic. Ef-

od. The island of Montserrat

fective implementation is

became the sixth MST to

Litigants in the MST of An-

contingent

go-live with the ECSC E-Li-

guilla, Antigua and Bar-

training of all stakeholders

gation Portal. Staff mem-

buda, Montserrat, St. Kitts

in the various Courts. ECSC

bers from the High Court

and Nevis, Saint Lucia and

ELP Implementation Team

Registry and Attorney Gen-

the Territory of the Virgin

is exploring the use of on-

eral’s office along with all le-

Islands (TVI) are now able

line

gal Practitioners (with their

to file and manage all Civ-

most likely via Zoom, and

clerks) were trained during

il (including Commercial

which will involve smaller
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hands-on
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groups of trainees per session.
The ECSC E-Litigation Team
has been focusing heavily
during the last few months
on the provision of timely
support to users of the Portal including legal practitioners, court staff and judicial officers. The utility of the
Portal was demonstrated
even more with the advent

Group of Participants at Montserrat Training Session

of the COVID-19 pandemic
when the physical court of-

efforts of IT department

at the ECSC. The need for

fices were closed but filing

also gravitated towards the

staff to remotely access re-

of civil and appeal matters

provision of access to and

sources on the ECSC Server

were still being done, elec-

support in the use of sev-

using VPN connectivity has

tronically. Configuration of

eral online technologies in

been

the Portal to manage Fam-

the Courts and by Judicial

gy staple of the Court. The

ily and Criminal case types

officers and staff. The Court

heavy utilization of elec-

also continues apace. We

increased the number of

tronic case documents has

anticipate that these mod-

licensed

accounts

also necessitated the use of

ules will be available for im-

from six to 45 to allow all

Adobe Acrobat Profession-

plementation during the

Courts in the subregion to

al by Judges for easy com-

latter part of 2021.

undertake Zoom Hearings.

menting, bookmarking and

The ECSC also acquired li-

referencing of the content

Remote Operations of

censes for Microsoft Teams

and pages of documents.

the Court

and SharePoint for all Judg-

As a consequence, the IT

The COVID-19 Pandemic

es, Masters and Staff. The

Department has acquired

also ushered in a greater

use of online shared drives

a few Adobe Acrobat Pro-

shift towards the use of on-

such as OneDrive and Goo-

fessional licenses for Judg-

line technology by all Courts

gle Drive has also become

es; initially for Judges of the

and Staff in the MSTs. The

more prominent by staff

Court of Appeal.

zoom
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mobile phones to Magistrate’s Courts in the Independent

Member

States

to facilitate the operations
of Courts during the pandemic. Remote operation
of the ECSC Headquarters
staff was also facilitated by
the provision of ten laptop computers by JURIST
to the staff of the Eastern
ECSC Application Support Officer leading training session with ECSC Systems Administrator providing support,
in Montserrat

home,

and

participating

has also solicited proposals

spectively via Zoom.

(valued about US $20,000)

been conducting remote
base

Each High Court has been

Country – Saint Lucia from

provided with two to four

the onset of the pandem-

zoom

ic, primarily via Zoom. The

were also made available

COA schedule has not been

to

affected by the pandemic.

several Magistrate’s Courts

Prior to the pandemic, the

have also been provided

Chief Justice and other COA

with temporary Zoom Li-

Judges made frequent use

censes (two each) under

of Zoom for Chamber Hear-

the “Support for Remote

ings. Also, all Status Hear-

Operations of Magistrate’s

ings and Case Manage-

Courts” project funded by

ment of all COA matters

the British High Commis-

have long been conducted

sion (Barbados). The project

by the Chief Registrar and

also provided four laptop

Deputy Chief Registrar re-

computers,

from

of whom are working from
in Zoom Hearings. JURIST

The Court of Appeal has
hearings

Caribbean Supreme, many

its

licenses.

Masters.

In

Licenses
addition,

printers

and
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from several High Courts
and Magistrates’ Courts in
the MSTs in an effort to provide further support during
the pandemic.
The IT Department continues to implement and
provide support to several
technologies used in Courts
throughout the Sub-region.
The ECSC Website continues to play a pivotal role in
sharing information of the
Court’s work.
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Court

Performance
Court Performance at a Glance
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court 2019

Court of Appeal
Total filed appeals: 481
Full Court matters listed and heard: 430 and 393
Status matters listed and heard: 590 and 393
Chamber matters listed and heard: 494 and 456
13 video/teleconference matters listed and heard
Written judgments: 55
Oral judgments: 348

Overview

High Courts

Magistrates

Family Courts

Overall clearance

Courts

SVG clearance rate:

This report examines the

rate: 58.85%

Overall clearance

86.28%

case load and case flow

Total filed cases:

rate: 79.73%

SLU clearance rate:

7,450

Total filed cases:

91.55%

Total disposed cases:

41,053

4,384

Total disposed cases:

within the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court for the
year 2019 and in many in-

32,731

stances trends from 2017
to 2019 are shown. Indica-

The ECSC extends thanks to

ing with the verification of

tors such as clearance rates

the Registrars, Deputy Reg-

data obtained from JEMS.

and time to disposition of

istrars, Magistrates, Court

Data within this report are

cases are also given to eval-

Administrators,

Directors

rounded to two decimal

uate Court performance.

of the Family Courts, JEMS

places and are subject to

users and other personnel

slight round off error; how-

within the Courts for assist-

ever the data remains valid.
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Section 1
Court of Appeal

Table 1 (a) gives informa-

peals filed in Antigua and

tion on the numbers of filed

Barbuda and 4 in Montser-

appeals for the period 2017

rat.

There were 481 appeals

to 2019. Total appeals fluc-

filed in total in the High

tuated over the three years

Over the 3-year period, Civil

Courts

and

but from 2018 to 2019 to-

appeals were more dom-

Courts

during

tal appeals filed declined

inant in the High Courts,

by 6.24%.

whereas

Magistrates
the

year

2019:
•
•
•
•
•
•

more

Criminal

Appeals were filed in the

186 High Court Civil Appeals

This

referenc-

Magistrates Courts. From

106 High Court Crimi-

es the year 2019: Civil and

2017 to 2019, Civil appeals

nal Appeals

Criminal

were

were on average 57.34% of

26 High Court Com-

45.74% and 46.36% respec-

total appeals filed in the

mercial Appeals

tively of total filed appeals.

High Courts and Criminal

12 Industrial Court/La-

The 26 High Court Com-

appeals were on average

bor Tribunal Appeals

mercial appeals included

75.65% of total appeals

34 Magisterial Civil Ap-

20 from the Territory of the

filed

peals

Virgin Islands and 6 from

Courts.

117 Magisterial Crimi-

Saint Lucia. There were 8

nal Appeals

Labour/Industrial Court ap-

paragraph

appeals

in

the

Magistrates

Table 1 (a) Comparison between Total Appeals Filed, 2017 to 2019
2017

2018

2019

Type of Appeal

High
Court

Magistrates
Court

Total

High
Court

Magistrates
Court

Total

High
Court

Magistrates
Court

Total

Civil Appeals

164

33

197

193

54

247

186

34

220

Criminal Appeals

85

132

217

72

127

199

106

117

223

Commercial Ap-

33

33

54

54

26

26

Industrial/Labour

3

3

13

13

12

12

Total

285

450

332

513

330

peals
165

181
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Figure 1: Total Number of Appeals Filed by Case Type, 2017 to 2019
300
250

Civil Appeals
Commercial Appeals

200

Criminal Appeals
Industrial Tribunal

150
100
50
0
2017

2018

2019

Tables 1(b) and 1(c)

Courts from 2017 to 2019

years however the Civil

compare Civil and Criminal

are shown in Table 1(b).

appeals declined from

Appeals only. The numbers

Overall, both Civil and

2018 to 2019 while the

of Civil and Criminal

Criminal appeal totals

Criminal appeals increased.

appeals filed in the High

fluctuated over the three

Table 1 (b) High Court Civil and Criminal Appeals Filed by Member State: 2017 to 2019
Member States

2017

2018

2019

Civil

Criminal

Civil

Criminal

Civil

Criminal

Anguilla

10

1

14

0

6

2

Antigua and Barbuda

29

6

49

12

24

16

Commonwealth of Dominica

8

6

11

1

6

4

Grenada

19

27

17

22

27

30

Montserrat

8

5

11

3

17

4

St. Kitts and Nevis

27

8

29

6

50

12

Saint Lucia

42

12

41

2

28

5

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

14

16

14

26

23

31

Territory of the Virgin Islands

7

4

7

0

5

2

Total

164

85

193

72

186

106
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Magistrates

Courts

Data shown in Table 1(c)

the

point to the following: To-

fluctuated while Criminal

tal Civil appeals filed in

Appeals continuously de-

clined over the three years.

Table 1 (c) Magistrates Court Civil and Criminal Appeals Filed by Member State:
2017 to 2019
Member States

2017

2018

2019

Civil

Criminal

Civil

Criminal

Civil

Criminal

Anguilla

1

2

0

1

0

0

Antigua and Barbuda

5

5

4

1

5

4

Commonwealth of Dominica

2

27

12

11

7

18

Grenada

3

7

3

21

3

21

Montserrat

3

4

2

10

0

7

St. Kitts and Nevis

9

9

22

8

7

11

Saint Lucia

0

5

2

16

2

6

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

8

70

6

56

10

47

Territory of the Virgin Islands

2

3

3

3

0

3

Total

33

132

54

127

34

117
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Table 1(d) below gives a

gradually declined over the

oral judgments reduced to

breakdown of written judg-

three years. There was a to-

writing and reasons for de-

ments by Member State

tal of 55 written judgments

cisions.

for the years 2017 to 2019.

delivered by the full court

Total

in 2019 which included

written

judgments

Table 1(d) Written Judgments delivered by the Court of Appeal by Member State,
2017 to 2019
Total Written Judgments Delivered (including oral judgments reduced to writing and reasons
for decisions)

Member States

2017

2017

2018

2018

2019

2019

Total

(%)

Total

(%)

Total

(%)

Anguilla

2

2.99

3

5.36

4

7.27

Antigua and Barbuda

18

26.87

6

10.71

12

21.82

Commonwealth of

2

2.99

2

3.57

1

1.82

Grenada

8

11.94

7

12.50

3

5.45

Montserrat

3

4.48

4

7.14

2

3.64

St. Kitts and Nevis

7

10.45

3

5.36

2

3.64

Saint Lucia

5

7.46

4

7.14

15

27.27

SVG

4

5.97

3

5.36

1

1.82

Territory of the Virgin

18

26.87

24

42.86

15

27.27

67

100.00

56

100.00

55

100.00

Dominica

Islands
Total
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Table 1(e) gives informa-

tings for the full court and

tivities undertaken by the

tion on the numbers of the

status hearings were held

Court of Appeal however

various sittings held by the

separately. In the previous

from January 2019, the sta-

Court of Appeal from 2017

years, full court sittings and

tus hearings were conduct-

to 2019. From 2019 the sit-

status hearings were ac-

ed by the Chief Registrar.

Table 1 (e) Activities of the Court of Appeal: 2017 to 2019
Activity

Total
2017

PercentTotal
age of
2018
total
activities in
2017 (%)

PercentTotal
age of
2019
total
activities in
2018 (%)

Percentage of
total
activities in
2019 (%)

Full Court Sittings

20

47.62

22

52.38

21

33.33

Status Hearing sit-

-

-

-

-

21

33.33

12

28.57

13

30.95

11

17.46

Video/teleconferences 10

23.81

7

16.67

10

15.87

Total

100.00

42

100.00

63

100.00

tings
Chamber Hearings

42

Figure 2: Total Activities of the Court of Appeal, 2017 to 2019
25
20

Full Court Sittings
Chamber Hearings

15

Status Hearing sittings
Video/teleconferences

10
5
0
2017

2018

2019
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The

numbers

of

appeal

low. The numbers of mat-

ters heard during video

matters dealt with during

ters heard during chamber

conferences dropped from

chamber

and

hearings continuously in-

2017 to 2018 and slightly

are

creased from 2017 to 2019

increased in 2019.

shown in Table 1 (f) be-

while the numbers of mat-

hearings

video/teleconferences

Table 1 (f) Appeal matters heard during Chamber Hearings, Video/Tele Conferences: 2017 to 2019
Year

2017

2018

2019

Total no.
of sittings

No. of
matters
heard

Total no.
No. of
of sittings matters
heard

Total no.
of sittings

No. of
matters
heard

Chamber Hearings

12

377

13

436

11

456

Video/

10

18

7

8

10

13

Tele Conferences

The total numbers of appeal

adjournments. In 2019, for

High

matters (applications and

all court sittings combined,

appeals came up for status

appeals) listed and heard

1,255 matters were heard

hearing.

for 2019 are compared in

out of the 1,527 listed mat-

Table 1(g). The matters

ters and thus roughly 82%

The numbers of appeals

heard during the Court

of all listed appeal matters

heard do not directly cor-

sittings

were heard.

relate with appeals filed

which

have
can

outcomes

be

catego-

Court

Commercial

since appeals filed from

rized as: oral judgments/

Noteworthy is that 14 of the

previous years could have

decisions, directions, re-

High Court Civil Appeals

been heard during 2019

served decisions and ad-

listed and heard during full

and also not all appeals

journments. In this table,

court sittings were Com-

filed in 2019 were neces-

the outcomes for matters

mercial cases. Additionally,

sarily heard.

heard excludes only the

during the year 2019, 17
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Table 1 (g): Numbers of applications and appeals listed and heard during 2019
Type of Matter

Matters Listed

Matters Heard

117

112

45

38

High Court Civil Appeals

157

146

Magisterial Criminal Appeals

102

90

9

7

430

393

High Court Criminal Appeals

119

88

High Court Civil Appeals

246

138

Magisterial Criminal Appeals

142

113

83

54

590

393

494

456

13

13

1527

1255

Full Court Sittings
Applications/Motions
High Court Criminal Appeals

Magisterial Civil Appeals
Total for Full Court Sittings
Status Hearings

Magisterial Civil Appeals
Total for Status Hearings
Chamber Hearings
Total for all Chamber matters
Video/Teleconferences
Total for all video/teleconference matters
Total for all Sittings
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Figure 3: Comparison between total appeal matters (applications and appeals)
listed and heard, 2019
1800
1600

1527

1400

1255

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Appeal Matters Appeal Matters
Listed
Heard
Disposed appeals and

reserved decisions and ad-

Sittings, there were 200 ap-

applications

journments. The disposed

peals disposed out of the

appeals and applications

281 appeals heard, hence

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) de-

include only the oral judg-

approximately 71% of ap-

pict the numbers of mat-

ments/decisions where fi-

peals heard were disposed

ters which were disposed

nal decisions or judgments

of. Additionally, during Full

of or completed by the

were

Court Sittings, there were

Court of Appeal during the

during the sittings.

made

and

given

year 2019. As previously

97 applications disposed of
out of the 112 which were

stated, the matters heard

The flow of matters listed,

heard and thus roughly

during Court sittings have

heard (as obtained from

87% of applications heard

outcomes which can be

Table 1(g))

were disposed of.

categorized as: oral judg-

of is shown in Figures 4(a)

ments/decisions, directions,

and 4(b). During Full Court

and disposed
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Figure 4a: Numbers of appeals and applications listed, heard and disposed
during Full Court sittings in 2019

313 appeals listed

281 appeals heard

200 appeals disposed

117 applications listed

112 applications heard

97 applications disposed

Status hearings are geared

hearing. At these hearings,

where dispositions occur

more

determin-

orders are made to further

and it must be noted that

ing the status of matters

the matter along in prepa-

51 appeal matters were

which at the time have not

ration for hearing. For such

disposed of during status

progressed to the stage of

matters there are instances

hearings in 2019.

towards

Figure 4b: Number of appeal matters listed, heard and disposed of during Status Hearings in 2019

590 matters listed

393 matters heard
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A comparison between the

sions (which can be added

formed the majority of total

number of oral and written

up from the disposed ap-

decisions in 2019 and were

decisions is given in Table

plications and appeals in

approximately 86% of total

1(h). Oral judgments/deci-

Figures 4(a) and (b) above)

decisions delivered.

Table 1 (h) Comparison between Oral and Written Judgments Delivered by the
Court of Appeal, 2019
Year

2019

2019 (%)

Number of written judgments

55

13.65

Number of oral judgments/decisions

348

86.35

Total Decisions delivered

403

100
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Section 2
High Courts

en in Table 2(a) which fol-

timeframe.

lows. The overall clearance

flag a dire need for contin-

rate continuously declined

ued measures to work with

This section highlights the

over the three years and

those countries which re-

caseload of the High Courts

was lowest at 58.85% in

corded low clearance rates

in 2019 with some com-

2019. It is noted that none

over the 2017 – 2019 peri-

parative data on filed and

of the High Courts record-

od and generally to identify

disposed cases as well as

ed a clearance rate above

strategies in order to facili-

clearance rates from 2017

100% in 2019 which points

tate the disposition of cases

to 2019.

to non-reduction of case

in a more timely manner

backlog. Both total filed

within the High Courts.

The overall clearance rates

and disposed cases fluc-

from 2017 to 2019 are giv-

tuated over the three-year

These

results

Table 2 (a) Comparison of clearance rates in the High Courts: 2017 to 2019
2017

2018

2019

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rates
(%)

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rates
(%)

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rates
(%)

Anguilla

205

113

55.12

181

112

61.88

159

108

67.92

A&B

1248

1000

80.13

1005

1063

105.77

1396

953

68.27

199

46.28

842

189

22.45

422

127

30.09

Country

C o m m . 430
Dominica
Grenada

1294

778

60.12

1032

411

39.83

1463

435

29.73

Montserrat

95

83

87.37

110

88

80.00

123

115

93.50

SKN

947

405

42.77

775

294

37.94

738

323

43.77

Saint Lucia

1754

1892

107.87

1565

1313

83.90

1618

1480

91.47

SVG

489

98

20.04

445

226

50.79

631

394

62.44

TVI

735

283

38.50

836

437

52.27

900

449

49.89

Total

7197

4851

67.40

6791

4133

60.86

7450

4384

58.85
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Figure 5 depicts the fluctu-

tal filed cases continuously

overall clearance rates is il-

ation of total filed and dis-

above the disposed totals.

lustrated in Figure 6.

posed cases and shows to-

The downward trend in the

Figure 5: Total Filed and Disposed

Figure 6: Overall Clearance Rates (%)

cases in the High Courts: 2017 to 2019

of cases in the High Courts: 2017 to 2019

8000

80

7450

7197

60.86

60

6000
5000
4000

67.4

6791

7000

58.85

40
4851

4384
4133

3000

20

2000

0
2017
Filed Cases

2018

2019

2017

Disposed Cases
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The following are deduced

Probate cases were 72.54%

at and 21 Disciplinary mat-

from Table 2(b): The ma-

and 61.93% of total filed

ters from Saint Lucia while

jority of total filed and

and

caseloads,

the 2 disposed cases were

disposed cases were Civil

respectively. Pertaining to

Disciplinary matters from

cases (over 40% of each).

the “Other” category; the 24

that same jurisdiction.

When combined, Civil and

filed cases included 3 Cave-

disposed

Table 2 (b) Cases Filed and Disposed by Major Case Type in the High Courts: 2019
Case Type

2019
Filed Cases

% of Total

Disposed Cases

Filed Cases

% of Total
Disposed Cases

Civil

3,477

46.67

1,783

40.67

Probate

1,927

25.87

932

21.26

Matrimonial

940

12.62

800

18.25

Criminal

739

9.92

763

17.40

Commercial

289

3.88

80

1.82

Adoption

47

0.63

20

0.46

Admiralty

7

0.09

4

0.09

Other

24

0.32

2

0.05

Total

7,450

100.00

4,384

100.00
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Table 2 (c) shows the num-

in the jurisdictions of

veat and 21 Disciplinary

bers of filed cases by case

Saint

cases

type and Member State.

Vincent and the Gren-

Some points to note from

adines

represented

cases in Dominica were

this table include:

63.33% of total filed

not available; measures

Criminal cases

are being put in place

The most probate cas-

by the relevant persons

total filed cases (21.72%

es were filed in Grena-

to ensure that this data

of the total)

da (36.79% of total filed

are available for the

Civil cases were a ma-

probate cases)

next report. This also

The 24 cases catego-

applies to the disposed

cases

rized as “Other” from

probate cases

The Criminal cases filed

Saint Lucia were 3 Ca-

•

Saint

Lucia

recorded

the highest number of

•

jor 46.67% of total filed
•

•

•

Lucia

and

St.
•

Data on filed probate

Table 2 (c) Cases Filed in the High Courts by Case Type and Member State: 2019
2019

Member States
Admir.

Adopt.

Anguilla

Civil

Comm.

Other

Total

Country
Total as a
% of Total

Crim.

Matri.

Probate

63

15

36

45

159

2.13

Antigua and
Barbuda

5

722

91

214

364

1396

18.74

Comm. of
Dominica

13

308

15

86

na

422

5.66

9

573

68

100

709

1463

19.64

59

24

5

35

123

1.65

25

118

139

738

9.91

266

210

376

1618

21.72

202

117

51

631

8.47

900

12.08
100.00

Grenada

4

Montserrat
St. Kitts and
Nevis

1

455

Saint Lucia

16

624

102

259

24

St Vincent and
the Grenadines

2

Territory of the
Virgin Islands

1

3

414

187

33

54

208

Total

7

47

3,477

289

739

940

1,927

24

7,450

Case Type as a
% of Total

0.09

0.63

46.67

3.88

9.92

12.62

25.87

0.32

100.00

Admir. (Admiralty), Adopt. (Adoption), Comm. (Commercial), Crim. (Criminal), Matri. (Matrimonial)
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Some of the more perti-

posed cases)

nent information inferred

•

Civil

cases

cases:
were

the

Grenada,

Saint

Lucia and Antigua and

from Table 2(d) which pro-

most frequent types of

vides data on the disposed

disposed cases (40.67%

cases in the Member States

of total disposed cases)

disposed probate cases

Saint

recorded

were from Antigua and

the highest numbers

Barbuda and Saint Lucia

by Case Type are listed fol-

•

lowing:

Lucia

of disposed Civil and
•

The

highest

num-

Barbuda
•

•

Over half (55.69%) of

The 2 cases categorized

Criminal cases

as “Other” from Saint

Three jurisdictions ac-

Lucia, were Disciplinary

were from Saint Lucia

counted for 76% of total

matters

(33.76% of total dis-

disposed

bers of disposed cases

•

Matrimonial

Table 2 (d) Cases Disposed in the High Courts by Case Type and Member State: 2019
Member
States

Total

Country
Total as
a % of
Total

2019
Admir.

Adopt.

Civil

Comm.

Crim.

Matri.

Probate

Other

Anguilla

23

3

41

41

108

2.46

Antigua and
Barbuda

363

167

153

270

953

21.74

8

77

27

15

na

127

2.90

1

104

42

248

38

435

9.92

Montserrat

55

19

7

34

115

2.62

St. Kitts and
Nevis

177

11

24

111

323

7.37

313

207

249

1480

33.76

151

66

41

394

8.99

30

39

148

449

10.24

100.00

Comm. of
Dominica
Grenada

2

Saint Lucia

10

St Vincent
and the
Grenadines

672

27

136

53

2

Territory of
the Virgin
Islands

2

1

176

Total

4

20

1,783 80

763

800

932

2

4,384

Case Type as
a % of Total

0.09

0.46

40.67 1.82

17.40

18.25

21.26

0.05

100.00
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Time to Disposition

sition reports in this sec-

to disposition in days by

Reports for High Courts

tion, while in the previous

time frame and Member

Table 2(e) showcases the

tables there are some in-

State. The time range when

numbers of cases disposed

stances when manual data

the most cases were dis-

(within

time-

were obtained for inclusion

posed was “more than 720

frames) in 2019, by Mem-

during the data verification

days” (more than two years)

ber State. It must be not-

process with the Court Of-

where

ed that in some instances,

fices. Data for St. Vincent

were disposed. Figure 7 de-

the data are not consistent

and the Grenadines are not

picts the overall percentage

with the previous totals

included because minimal

of cases disposed within

on disposed cases since

data were obtained from

the time periods specified

only data from JEMS were

the software.

in Table 2(e).

used in the time to dispo-

Table 2(e) shows the time

the

listed

33.16%

of

cases

Table 2(e) The numbers of cases disposed (within the listed timeframes) in the
High Courts in 2019, by Member State
Time to
disp. of all
cases

Anguilla

Antigua
and
Barbuda

Comm.
of Dominica

Grena- Mont.
da

St.
Kitts
and
Nevis

Saint
Lucia

TVI

Total

% of
Total

<1

0

2

0

4

0

0

6

0

12

0.31

1 to 90

10

188

8

46

67

79

182

155

735

18.70

91 – 180

22

94

8

90

11

32

133

97

487

12.39

181-360

32

145

34

137

10

57

238

86

739

18.80

361-720

23

131

13

65

13

66

275

68

654

16.64

>720

16

383

12

92

14

81

639

66

1303

33.16

Total
cases

103

943

75

434

115

315

1473 472

3930

100.00
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Figure 7: Percentage of cases disposed within the specified time periods in the
High Courts, 2019
1 to 90

19%

91 – 180

12%

181-360

19%

361-720

17%

>720

33%

<1

0%

Table 2(f) displays the cu-

es (50.20%) were disposed

rat disposed of over half of

mulative

percentages

within the one-year mark

their cases within a three-

which indicate the percent-

and 66.84% of cases were

month timeframe and the

age of cases disposed with-

disposed within two years.

High Court in the Territory

in the said timeframes, by

of the Virgin Islands dis-

Member State. On average,

It should be noted that

posed of over half of their

just about half of the cas-

the High Court in Montser-

cases within six months.

Table 2(f) Cumulative Percentages; Time to disposition for the High Courts, 2019
Cumulative percentages: % cases disposed within:
Member States

90 days/

180 days/

360 days/

720 days/

3 months

6 months

12 months/

24 months/

1 year

2 years

Anguilla

9.71

31.07

62.14

84.47

Antigua and Barbuda

20.15

30.12

45.49

59.38

Commonwealth of Dominica

10.67

21.33

66.67

84.00

Grenada

11.52

32.26

63.82

78.80

Montserrat

58.26

67.83

76.52

87.83

St. Kitts and Nevis

25.08

35.24

53.33

74.29

Saint Lucia

12.76

21.79

37.95

56.62

Territory of the Virgin Islands

32.84

53.39

71.61

86.02

Overall

19.01

31.40

50.20

66.84
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Data on the average time

are shown in Table 2(g); as

to disposition by case type

obtained from JEMS.

Table 2(g) Average time to Disposition in days by Case Type for the High Courts,
2019
Case Types

Anguilla

Antigua and Comm. of
Barbuda
Dominica

Grenada

St. Kitts and
Nevis

# of
cases

# of
Avg.
cases Time
to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time
to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time
to
Disp.

2

548

Avg.
Time
to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time
to
Disp.

Admiralty
Adoption

6

181

1

94

Civil

18

535

362

1774

35

194

104

1058

177

525

Criminal

3

341

158

475

27

681

42

748

4

235

Matrimonial

41

480

153

455

7

272

247

385

23

946

Probate

41

331

270

680

38

41

111

493

Table 2(g) CONTINUED Average time to Disposition in days by Case Type for the
High Courts, 2019
Case Types

Montserrat
# of
cases

Avg.
Time
to
Disp.

Saint Lucia
# of
Avg.
cases Time
to
Disp.

Admiralty
Adoption
Civil

55

413

Commercial
Criminal

19

136

Disciplinary

TVI
# of
cases

Avg.
Time
to
Disp.

2

749

1

261

10

449

672

1043

25

415

24

640

308

1530

26

331

2

1630

Matrimonial

7

399

207

786

39

639

Probate

34

15

249

267

204

270
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Data in Table 2 (h) shows

ment Conferences (includ-

in the High Courts and to-

that

Hearings

ing Masters Hearings) were

gether

followed by Case Manage-

the most common events

42.77% of total events

Chamber

they

represented

Table 2 (h) Summary of Events in the High Courts: 2019
2019
Types of Events

Ang.

A&B

Comm.
of Dom.

Gren.

Mont. SKN

SLU

SVG

TVI

Total

% of
Total

Chamber Hearing

121

339

249

770

3

493

1865

1385

522

5747

23.70

Case Management Conference/Masters
Hearing/Order
on Case Management Conference

27

857

481

647

43

397

1903

34

234

4623

19.07

Fixed Date
Claim Form
Hearing/First
Hearing

4

343

10

702

32

756

19

187

2053

8.47

Criminal Trial

2

11

18

1984

53

22

2119

8.74

737

478

1881

7.76

10

65

1054

4.35

960

3.96

482

1.99

361

1.49

Open Court
Hearing
Status Hearing

29

239

427

11

34

934

Sufficiency
Hearing

960

Judgment
Summons

457

11

14

Omnibus Conference/Hearing
Civil Trial

361
3

70

Arraignment
Uncontested
Divorce

1

Sentencing
Pre -Trial Re1
view/conference

119

3

16

26

87

11

213

97

35

502

2.07

294

61

7

475

1.96

36

271

34

514

2.12

1

36

540

577

2.38

1

3

168

323

1.33

172

54
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Types of Events

Divorce/Contested Divorce/
Decree Nisi

2019
Ang.

A&B

Comm.
of Dom.

32

26

143

Application for
Committal Orders/ Committal
Proceedings

Gren.

Mont. SKN

145

1

Hearing of Petition

SVG

TVI

Total

% of
Total

3

3

78

285

1.18

310

1.28

288

1.19

274

1.13

216

0.89

262

1.08

165

Bail Hearing
Application
Without Hearing

SLU

2

237

40

270

1

11

216
262

Application for
special procedure/Special
Procedure
Directions/
Request for
directions

108

108

0.45

Admission to Bar

98

98

0.40

129

0.53

26

0.11

46

0.19

Judgment Delivery
Decree Absolute

5

1

2

82

39

26

Matrimonial/
Ancillary Relief

46

Disciplinary
Hearing

70

70

0.29

Fitness Hearing

45

45

0.19

4

0.02

38

0.16

231

0.95
0.59

Adoption Order/
Adoption

4

Judicial Sale
Mixed cause list

38
231

Other
Total

458

2573

1183

2676

29

86

8

155

1563 11167

13

7

143

2533

1936

24244 100.00

** For some of the Member States including SLU; data includes adjournments and this would account for the high figures.
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The Sexual Offences
Model Court (SOMC) in
Antigua and Barbuda
Antigua and Barbuda was
chosen as the first site for
the establishment of a Sexual Offences Model Court
which is a specialized Court
to prosecute sexual offence
cases. The effective implementation of this Model
Court will result in:
1. Timely
cases

disposition
involving

of

these

types of offences
2. Reduction of secondary
trauma or revictimization through the use of
gender sensitive and /or
other appropriate support processes
3. Proper monitoring of
sexual

offence

cases

from filing to disposition
4. Fostering greater coordination among and between the police, legal
practitioners (to include
judges), victim and support units among others
who work along the justice chain for sexual offences matters

This court was established

Registrar, Criminal Division

as part of a special initiative

and the position of Crimi-

of the Government of Can-

nal Division Case Manager

ada funded JURIST Project

was created to manage the

who funded the prepara-

caseflow among other mat-

tion of the “Inception Re-

ters. It is expected that this

port and Workplan” as well

position will be filled in the

as the remodeling and out-

foreseeable future. The fol-

fitting of one of the court-

lowing data has been com-

rooms and an offsite wit-

piled thus far by the Court:

ness evidence room with
the appropriate technology

Data from January 2019 to

for the conduct of matters

October 2020 on the Sexu-

in the specialized court.

al Offences Model Court in
Antigua and Barbuda

The Sexual Offences Mod-

1. Number of completed

el Court was implemented

SOMC cases since Janu-

in January 2019. The day

ary 2019: 27

to day operations of the

2. Types of Offences for

Court are under the direct

the completed SOMC

supervision of the Deputy

cases:
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Table 2 (i) : Breakdown of the 27 completed cases by type of offence
Offence

Number of cases

Incest

1

Indecent Assault

6

Rape

7

Serious Indecency

6

Unlawful Sexual Intercourse

7

Total

27

3. Of the 27 completed
cases; there were:

•

2 Acquittals

•

10 matters discontin-

•

12 Guilty Pleas

ued by the Office of the

•

3 Convictions after trial

DPP
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Section 3
Magistrates
Courts
This section gives information

on

the

Magistrates

Courts for 2019 with comparative data shown from
2017 to 2019 in the first
table. Data on family court
matters in Saint Lucia as
well as St. Vincent and the
Grenadines are given in the
following section on Family Courts because these 2

rates below 100% for all 3

Worth mentioning is that

jurisdictions

years and there continues

the number of filed cas-

to be a need to focus on

es from 2017 to 2018 in

reduction of case backlog.

the Saint Lucia Magistrates

The overall clearance rates

Antigua and Barbuda was

Court almost doubled over

for 2017 to 2019, shown

the

State

the two-year period. This

in

with a clearance rate be-

was attributed to a drastic

slightly

low 50% in 2019, although

increase in the numbers

over the three years, from

there was some improve-

of traffic ticket cases filed

76.87% in 2017 to 79.66%

ment from the previous

from 3894 in 2017 to 9566

in 2018 to 79.73% in 2019.

year. Both overall total filed

in 2018 in that jurisdiction.

It is also observed that the

and disposed cases first in-

Magistrates Courts collec-

creased from 2017 to 2018

tively recorded clearance

but declined from 2018 to

have

official

Family Courts.

Table

3(a),

continuously

increased

but

only

Member

2019.
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Table 3 (a) Cases Filed and Disposed by Member State in the Magistrates Courts
with accompanying Clearance Rates: 2017 to 2019
2017

2018

2019

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rates
(%)

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rates
(%)

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rates
(%)

Anguilla

636

636

100.00

609

589

96.72

572

600

104.90

Antigua

3,002

960

31.98

4,210

1,092

25.94

3,808

1,718

45.12

3,349

3,130

93.46

4,190

4,108

98.04

3,843

4,037

105.05

Grenada

10,346

8,626

83.38

11,286

10,153

89.96

11,545

8,025

69.51

Montserrat

406

416

102.46

313

252

80.51

415

305

73.49

3,449

66.24

6,246

4,664

74.67

5,932

4,425

74.60

Country

and
Barbuda
Comm. of
Dominica

St. Kitts and 5,207
Nevis
Saint Lucia

6,353

4,761

74.94

12,021

9,717

80.83

9,874

8,785

88.97

SVG

3,905

3,676

94.14

5,509

4,266

77.44

3,994

3,711

92.91

TVI

1,070

692

64.67

917

1,247

135.99

1,070

1,125

105.14

Total

34,274

26,346

76.87

45,301 36,088

79.66

41,053

32,731

79.73
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Traffic cases were the most

disposed cases. Traffic and

and disposed cases respec-

frequently filed and dis-

Criminal cases combined

tively.

posed cases; 45.72% of to-

were a significant 78.83%

tal filed and 47.49% of total

and 79.21% of total filed

Table 3 (b) Cases Filed and Disposed by Major Case Type in the Magistrates
Courts: 2019
Case Type

2019
Filed
Cases

% of Total
Filed Cases

Disposed
Cases

% of Total
Disposed
Cases

Traffic

18,771

45.72

15,545

47.49

Criminal

13,594

33.11

10,382

31.72

Civil

5,726

13.95

4,394

13.42

Maintenance/ Affiliation

2,155

5.25

1,761

5.38

Domestic Violence/ Family

473

1.15

353

1.08

Juvenile

313

0.76

285

0.87

Coroner/Inquests

21

0.05

11

0.03

TOTAL

41,053

100.00

32,731

100.00
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Figure 8a: Percentage of Cases

Figure 8b: Percentage of Cases

Filed by Major Case Type in the

Disposed by Major Case Type in the

Magistrates Courts: 2019

Magistrates Courts: 2019

Traffic

46%

Traffic

48%

Criminal

33%

Criminal

32%

Civil

14%

Civil

13%

Maintenance/Affiliation

5%

Maintenance/Affiliation

5%

Domestic Violence/Family

1%

Domestic Violence/Family

1%

Juvenile

1%

Juvenile

1%

Coroner/Inquests

0%

Coroner/Inquests

0%
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The following are observed
from Table 3 (c) below:
•

•

tal filed cases (52.17%

Saint

when combined)

Lucia

recorded

35.43% of total filed

the most filed Traffic

Criminal

cases (39.67%)

tioned,

Grenada and Saint Lu-

Traffic cases together

St. Kitts and Nevis had a

cia had the major per-

represented 78.83% of

significant share of total

centage share of to-

total filed cases

cases

were

from Grenada
•

filed Civil cases (36.22%)

•

•

As

previously

men-

Criminal

and

Table 3(c) Cases Filed by Member State and Case Type in the Magistrates Courts:
2019

Criminal

Civil

Traffic

Dom/
Family

Juvenile

Maint/
Aff

Coroner/
Inquests

Total

Country
Total as
a % of
Total

Anguilla

256

110

98

28

15

47

18

572

1.39

Antigua
and
Barbuda

2,157

730

918

1

2

3808

9.28

Comm. of
Dominica

1,081

572

1577

125

76

412

3843

9.36

Grenada

4,816

618

4,907

276

167

761

11545

28.12

Montserrat

222

56

107

9

7

14

415

1.01

St. Kitts
and Nevis

908

2,074

2038

35

30

847

5932

14.45

Saint Lucia

1,849

575

7,447

9874

24.05

St Vincent
1,975
and the
Grenadines

727

1,292

3994

9.73

Territory of
the Virgin
Islands

330

264

387

2.61

Total

13,594

5,726

18,771

Case Type
as a % of
Total

33.11

13.95

45.72

Member
States

2019

3

17

72

1070

473

313

2,155 21

41,053

1.15

0.76

5.25
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Some of the more substan-

Kitts and Nevis and they

cia accounted for a sub-

tial points from Table 3 (d)

represented 29.88% of

stantial 51.36% of total

include:

total disposed Civil cas-

disposed cases

•

32.14%

of

disposed

Criminal cases were re•

es

As previously indicated,

A major 44.52% of Traf-

Criminal and Traffic cas-

corded in Grenada

fic cases were disposed

es were a major 79.21%

Over 1000 Civil cases

of in Saint Lucia

of total disposed cases

were disposed in St.

•

•

•

Grenada and Saint Lu-

Table 3(d) Cases Disposed by Member State and Case Type in the Magistrates
Courts: 2019

Criminal

Civil

Traffic

Dom/
Family

Juvenile

Maint/
Aff

Coroner/
Inquests

Total

Country
Total as
a % of
Total

Anguilla

310

94

96

24

21

44

11

600

1.83

Antigua and
Barbuda

915

213

590

1,718

5.25

Comm. of
Dominica

1,247

545

1649

114

93

389

4,037

12.33

Grenada

3,337

633

3,172

199

108

576

8,025

24.52

Montserrat

151

56

85

7

1

5

305

0.93

St. Kitts and
Nevis

868

1,313

1520

9

28

687

4,425

13.52

Saint Lucia

1,418

447

6,920

8,785

26.84

St Vincent
and the
Grenadines

1,736

939

1,036

3,711

11.34

Territory of
the Virgin
Islands

400

154

477

34

60

1,125

3.44

Total

10,382 4,394

15,545 353

285

1,761

11

47.49

0.87

5.38

0.03

Member
States

2019

Case Type as 31.72
a % of Total

13.42

1.08
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Time to Disposition

Grenada and Saint Lucia

Table 3 (e) shows that over-

Reports for

Magistrates Court still use

all, the timeframe where

Magistrates Courts as

manual data entries and

the most cases were dis-

obtained from JEMS

hence the disposed data

posed was 1 – 90 days

Tables 3(e), 3(f) and 3(g) give

are significantly less than

where a high 43.55% of

information on time to dis-

what was shown previous-

cases were disposed. All

position of cases. It must be

ly. Nevis Magistrates Court

Member States had most

noted that the data are not

is not connected to JEMS

cases disposed in this said

consistent with the previ-

and the Saint Vincent and

time period with the excep-

ous totals on disposed cas-

the Grenadines as well as

tion of Antigua and Barbu-

es; whereas only data from

the Montserrat Magistrates

da where their cases were

JEMS were used in 3(e), 3(f)

Courts

connectivity

disposed in less than 1 day.

and 3(g), additional manu-

issues; hence data in JEMS

The percentage shares of

al data were submitted by

are not given for these

cases disposed in the time-

the respective Court Offices

Member States. This high-

frames indicated in Table

for some of the previous ta-

lights a need for all data to

3(e) are depicted in Figure

bles.

be captured via the soft-

9.

have

ware to ensure consistency
Some

branches

of

the

in reporting.

Table 3(e) Time to Disposition in days as obtained from JEMS, Magistrates
Courts 2019
Time to
disp. of
all cases

Anguilla Antigua
and
Barbuda

Comm. of St. Kitts Grenada
Dominica

Saint
Lucia

Territory
of the
Virgin
Islands

Total

% of
Total

<1

20

239

234

10

44

24

11

582

4.31

1 to 90

342

184

1547

1352

208

1908

334

5875

43.55

91 – 180

82

99

488

680

74

323

216

1962

14.55

181-360

73

196

723

755

37

306

201

2291

16.98

361-720

57

138

472

579

20

206

161

1633

12.11

>720

13

32

545

206

4

134

212

1146

8.50

Total
cases

587

888

4009

3582

387

2901

1135

13489

100.00
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Figure 9: Percentage of cases disposed per time frame in the Magistrates
Courts, 2019

<1

4%

1 to 90

44%

91 – 180

15%

181-360

17%

361-720

12%

>720

8%

Table 3(f) displays the cu-

each Member State. Over-

months, 79.40% of cases

mulative

percentages

all, almost half of cases

were disposed within 1 year

which indicate the per-

(47.87%) were disposed of

and the majority of cases

centage of cases disposed

within 3 months, 62.41%

(91.50%)

by certain time frames for

were disposed within 6

within two years.

were

disposed

Table 3(f) Cumulative Percentages, Magistrates Courts 2019
Cumulative percentages: % cases disposed within:
Member States

90 days/

180 days/

360 days/

720 days/

3 months

6 months

12 months/

24 months/

1 year

2 years

Anguilla

61.67

75.64

88.07

97.79

Antigua and Barbuda

47.64

58.78

80.86

96.40

Comm, of Dominica

44.43

56.60

74.63

86.41

St. Kitts

38.02

57.01

78.08

94.25

Grenada

65.12

84.24

93.80

98.97

Saint Lucia

66.60

77.73

88.28

95.38

Territory of the

30.40

49.43

67.14

81.32

47.87

62.41

79.40

91.50

Virgin Islands
Overall
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Table 3(g) features the aver-

case type for the Member

age time to disposition by

States where the databases

were accessible.

Table 3(g) Average time to Disposition in days by Case Type, Magistrates Courts
2019
Case Types

Anguilla

Antigua and
Barbuda

Comm. of
Dominica

St. Kitts
and Nevis

#of
cases

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

Civil

94

71

16

472

519

770

1153

315

Criminal

310

205

866

183

1246

426

458

298

Dom/ Family

24

34

114

32

9

139

Juvenile

19

218

93

322

19

148

Maint./Aff.

44

80

389

257

649

79

Traffic

96

67

1648

140

1294

215

6

367

Table 3(g) CONTINUED Average time to Disposition in days by Case Type,
Magistrates Courts 2019
Case Types

Grenada

Saint Lucia

TVI

#of
cases

# of
cases

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

# of
cases

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

376

328

154

97

642

309

400

508

34

557

60

247

487

311

Avg.
Time to
Disp.

Civil
Criminal

288

115

1

0

Dom/ Family
Juvenile
Maint./Aff.
Traffic

98

75

1883

97
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Section 4
Family Courts
Information on the caseload of the Saint Lucia Family Court and the St. Vincent
and the Grenadines Family
Court is provided in this
section. These are the two
official Family Courts within the OECS. Family Court
data are included in the
Magistrates Courts section
for the remaining Member
States and Territories.

St. Vincent and the

respectively of total filed

Grenadines Family

cases over the three years.

Court

There were no Occupation

Table 4 (a) shows data on

Orders filed from 2018. This

the numbers of cases filed

is because there was new

by case type from 2017 to

legislation

2019 sorted by largest per-

(2015 Domestic Violence

centage shares in 2019.

Act) which came into force

Total filed cases fluctuated

on the 16 November 2016.

over the three years with a

Occupation

decline in 2018 and a sub-

no longer filed in the St.

sequent increase by 7.55%

Vincent Family Court after

in 2019.

early 2017. Some more in-

implemented

Orders

were

formation will be given on
The most frequent filed

the filed cases pertaining to

cases pertained to Arrears

Criminal Offences further

and

on in this section.

Maintenance

and

these case types averaged
about 41.25% and 27.76%

Table 4(a) Numbers of Cases Filed in the St. Vincent and the Grenadines Family
Court: 2017 to 2019
Case Type

2017

2018

2019

No. of cases

% of total

No. of cases % of total

No. of cases % of total

Arrears

1200

44.02

1069

41.63

1054

38.16

Maintenance

749

27.48

725

28.23

762

27.59

Criminal Offences

218

8.00

198

7.71

387

14.01

Custody/ Access

375

13.76

368

14.33

346

12.53

Protection Order

167

6.13

208

8.10

213

7.71

Occupation Order 17

0.62

0

0.00

0

0.00

Total

100.00

2568

100.00

2762

100.00

2726
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Data on disposed cases

Arrears and Maintenance

lence Act as previously ex-

from 2017 to 2019, sorted

cases

42.29%

plained; there were 5 dis-

according to largest per-

and

respectively

posed in 2019 and these

centage share in 2019, are

of the total disposed case-

would have been filed in

given in Table 4 (b). Total

load from 2017 to 2019. Al-

a previous period. These 5

disposed cases fluctuated

though there were no new

Occupation

over the three years with a

filed Occupation Orders as

struck out for non-appear-

drop in 2018 followed by an

a result of implementation

ance of parties.

increase of 7.44% in 2019.

of the 2015 Domestic Vio-

averaged
28.79%

Orders

were

Table 4(b) Numbers of Cases Disposed in the St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Family Court: 2017 to 2019
Case Type

2017

2018

2019

No. of

% of

No. of

% of

No. of

% of

cases

total

cases

total

cases

total

Arrears

1056

42.09

915

41.25

1036

43.47

Maintenance

713

28.42

608

27.41

726

30.47

Custody/ Access

337

13.43

276

12.44

308

12.92

Protection Order

146

5.82

165

7.44

187

7.85

Criminal Offences

222

8.85

252

11.36

120

5.04

Occupation Order 35

1.39

0

0.00

5

0.21

Legal

0.00

2

0.09

1

0.04

100.00

2218

100.00

2383

100.00

Guardian- 0

ship
Total

2509
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Figure 10: Cases Filed and Disposed in the SVG Family Court, 2017 to 2019
2900
2800

Cases Filed

2700

Cases Disposed

2600
2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
2017

2018

2019

Figure 10 above illustrates

rate of cases in the St. Vin-

vious observations indicate

the fluctuation in both filed

cent and the Grenadines

the need for a continued

and disposed cases from

Family Court initially de-

focus on reducing backlog

2017 to 2019 as previously

clined from 2017 to 2018

of cases through the time-

stated. The decline in the

and then remained rela-

ly disposition of cases. The

number of total filed as

tively constant from 2018

clearance rate could not

well as disposed cases in

to 2019. The overall clear-

be calculated in instances

the year 2018 are clearly

ance

below

where there was a division

observed in the graph.

100% in all 3 years. In 2019

by zero and thus na (not

none of the case types re-

available) is written in such

Data in Table 4 (c) indicates

corded

instances.

that the overall clearance

above 100%. The two pre-

rates

were

clearance

rates
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Table 4 (c) Clearance Rates in the St. Vincent and the Grenadines Family Court:
2017 to 2019
2017

2018

2019

Case Type

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rate (%)

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rate (%)

Total
Cases
Filed

Total
ClearCases
ance
Disposed Rate (%)

Arrears

1200

1056

88.00

1069

915

85.59

1054

1036

98.29

Custody/

375

337

89.87

368

276

75.00

346

308

89.02

-







2

na

-

1

na

749

713

95.19

725

608

83.86

762

726

95.28

35

205.88









5

na

167

146

87.43

208

165

79.33

213

187

87.79

218

222

101.83

198

252

127.27

387

120

31.01

2726

2509

92.04

2568

2218

86.37

2762

2383

86.28

Access
Legal
Guardianship
Maintenance
Occupation 17
Order
Protection
Order
Criminal
Offences
Total
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The

Criminal

offences

Criminal cases pertained to

intimidation, escape from

which were amalgamated

Assault, Indecent Assault,

lawful

in previous tables into that

Unlawful Sexual Intercourse

arrest, giving intoxicating

one category, have been

and to a lesser extent Rape

liquor to a minor, buggery,

separated to show major

and Theft. Cases included

and

categories which are listed

under the category “Oth-

gross indecency.

in Table 4 (d). The most fre-

er” were varied and a few

quently filed and disposed

of these case types were

custody,

unlawful

resisting

exposure/

Table 4 (d) Cases filed and disposed: breakdown of Criminal Offences, 2019
Case Type

2019
Filed

% of Total

Disposed

% of Total

Cases

Filed Cases

Cases

Disposed Cases

Abduction

11

2.84

2

1.67

Assault/intent to commit assault

51

13.18

23

19.17

Damage to Property

10

2.58

1

0.83

Grievous Bodily Harm

4

1.03

0

0.00

Incest

6

1.55

0

0.00

Indecent assault

54

13.95

27

22.50

Offences related to trespassing

7

1.81

0

0.00

Possession of controlled drug

9

2.33

0

0.00

Possession of offensive weapon

5

1.29

1

0.83

Rape/ intent to commit rape

55

14.21

9

7.50

Theft/ Intent to commit theft/Remov-

51

13.18

10

8.33

12

3.10

2

1.67

71

18.35

37

30.83

Other

41

10.59

8

6.67

Total

387

100.00

120

100.00

al of stolen goods
Unlawful and malicious wounding,
actual bodily harm
Unlawful Sexual intercourse/attempt
(also includes Intercourse with a girl
under 13 or 15)
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Additional information

tion of complete and effec-

Education

from the President of

tive intervention/treatment

of the Eastern Caribbean

the SVG Family Court

plans for children within

Supreme Court (ECSC) in

The social support section

the juvenile justice system.

collaboration with the Uni-

within

the

This software allows for the

versity of the West Indies

which

consists

three

sharing of relevant client in-

(UWI).

received

formation through the use

September 2018 – July,

of a secured network.

2019, 290 matters were

counselors,

Department,
of

has

extensive training over the
past 2 years.

All of our

Institute

(JEI)

During the period

referred to mediation and

counselors were trained in

Two of our counselors are

281 were effectively settled,

the use of the Therascribe

also trained mediators, hav-

without proceeding to trial.

Data/Case

Management

ing attended the New En-

Software which is designed

trants Mediators Workshop

to assist with the genera-

facilitated by the Judicial
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Saint Lucia Family

485 new cases were lodged

Affiliation, Separation and

Court

in the Saint Lucia Family

Maintenance cases formed

This section gives informa-

Court while 444 cases were

a substantial 50.52% and

tion on cases administered

disposed.

55.18% of the total filed

within the Saint Lucia Fam-

cases is derived by add-

and

ily Court (District 1 and Dis-

ing the categories; cases

These cases together with

trict 2 data are combined)

heard and final orders giv-

Domestic Violence cases

for the year 2019.

en, cases discharged, cases

were a major 84.95% of to-

withdrawn and cases trans-

tal filed and 88.74% of total

ferred to another court.

disposed cases

Table 4(e) indicates that

Total

disposed

disposed

caseloads.

Table 4 (e) Cases Filed and Disposed in the Saint Lucia Family Court , 2019
Juvenile
Criminal

Affiliation,

Domestic

Care &

Separation &

Violence

Protec-

Maintenance

TOTAL

tion
New Cases Lodged

22

51

245

167

485

Cases Heard and Final Or-

17

23

106

71

217

Cases Discharged

1

0

107

76

184

Cases withdrawn by appli-

7

0

32

2

41

Cases Transferred to anoth- 2

0

0

0

2

23

245

149

444

ders Given

cant
er Court
Total Cases Disposed

27
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Figure 11: Cases Lodged and Disposed in the Saint Lucia Family Court, 2019
300
250
200
Cases Lodged

150

Cases Disposed

100
50
0
Juv.
Criminal

Juv. Care &
Protection

Aff. Sep.
& Maint.

Dom.
Violence

Information on the clear-

which were disposed in

that some backlog reduc-

ance rates of cases is shown

2019 and thus more cas-

tion

in Table 4(f). The overall

es

Separation

clearance rate was 91.55%.

lodged. The clearance rate

nance cases also had a high

There were some Juvenile

of 122.73% recorded by Ju-

clearance rate of 100%.

Criminal cases brought for-

venile Criminal Cases was

ward from previous years

above 100% and indicates

were

disposed

than

occurred.
and

Affiliation,
Mainte-

Table 4 (f) Clearance Rates of Cases by Case Type in the Saint Lucia Family
Court, 2019
Juvenile
Criminal

Affiliation,

Domestic

Care &

Separation &

Violence

Protec-

Maintenance

TOTAL

tion
New Cases Lodged

22

51

245

167

485

Total Cases Disposed

27

23

245

149

444

Clearance Rates

122.73

45.10

100.00

89.22

91.55
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Court
Performance
Conclusion

backlog. This was particu-

sistency

larly evident for the High

and to move away from the

Courts. The Courts need to

recording of manual data

continue to put measures

entries. The Court of Ap-

There continues to be a

in place to ensure that all

peal continues to hear nu-

need for emphasis on the

cases are entered and dis-

merous matters, delivering

timely disposition of cas-

posed of in the software to

most of the decisions orally.

es and reduction of case

facilitate accuracy and con-
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Those Who Serve

Her Ladyship the Honourable Dame Janice M. Pereira, DBE, LLD, Chief Justice

Dame Janice M. Pereira,

Honorary Bencher of the

She is the holder of several

DBE, LLD was sworn in as

Honourable Society of the

awards and has been rec-

the first female Chief Jus-

Middle Temple.

ognized for her contributions in the field of law and

tice of the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court on 24th

She became a Fellow of

the administration of jus-

October, 2012. She joined

the Commonwealth Judi-

tice.

the Eastern Caribbean Su-

cial Education Institute in

tion of other “firsts”: one of

preme Court as a High

June 2018.

The award of

the first female Virgin Is-

Court Judge in 2003 and

Honorary Doctorate of Laws

landers to be called to the

later was elevated to the

was bestowed upon Dame

Bar of the Virgin Islands;

position of Justice of Ap-

Janice by the University of

the first Virgin Islander to

peal in 2009. In May 2013

the West Indies in October,

be appointed to the Bench

she was awarded Dame

2018.

In October, 2019,

of the Eastern Caribbean

Commander of the Order

Dame Janice was elected

Supreme Court; and the

of the British Empire by Her

an Honorary Master of the

first female to be appoint-

Majesty, Queen Elizabeth

Bench of the Honourable

ed to the Court of Appeal.

II. In March 2018, she was

Society of Gray’s Inn.

called to the Bench as an
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Justices of Appeal

The Hon. Justice
Davidson Kelvin Baptiste

The Hon. Justice
Louise Esther Blenman

The Hon. Justice
Mario Michel

The Hon. Justice
Gertel Thom

The Hon. Justice
Paul Webster [Ag.]

The Hon. Justice
Gerard Farara QC [Ag.]
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High Court Judges
Anguilla

The Hon. Justice
Shawn Innocent
Antigua & Barbuda

The Hon. Justice
Rosalyn Wilkinson

The Hon. Justice
Iain Charles Morley, QC

The Hon. Justice
Marissa Robertson
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The Hon. Justice
Rohan Phillip
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Dominica

The Hon. Justice
Birnie Stephenson

The Hon. Justice
Wynante Adrien-Roberts

Grenada

The Hon. Justice
Paula Gilford

The Hon. Justice
Raulston Glasgow

The Hon. Justice
Agnes Actie
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The Hon. Justice
Victoria Charles-Clarke
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St. Kitts and Nevis

The Hon. Justice
Trevor Ward

The Hon. Justice
Eddy Ventose

The Hon. Justice
Ermin Moise

The Hon. Justice
Margaret Price-Findlay

The Hon. Justice
Cadie St. Rose-Albertini

The Hon. Justice
Vivian Georgis TaylorAlexander

The Hon. Justice
Kimberly Cenac-Phulgence

The Hon. Justice
Godfrey Phillip Smith, SC

The Hon. Justice
Lorraine Williams

Saint Lucia
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St. Vincent and the Grenadines

The Hon. Justice
Brian Cottle

The Hon. Justice
Nicola Byer

The Hon. Justice
Esco Henry

The Hon. Justice
Ann-Marie Smith

The Hon. Justice
Gerhard Wallbank [Ag.]

The Hon. Justice
Angelica Teelucksingh

Territory of the Virgin Islands

The Hon. Justice
Vicki Ann Ellis
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The Hon. Justice
Adrian Jack [Ag.]

Masters

Master
Jan Drysdale

Master
Tamara Gill
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Master
Ricardo Sandcroft (Ag)
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Administrative Support Staff
Court Administration

Mr. Gregory Girard
Court Administrator

Mr. Francis Letang
Deputy Court
Administrator

Office of the Chief Justice

Mr. Stephen CorringtonExecutive Legal Assistant
to the Chief Justice

Ms. Natacha James
Administrative Assistant
to the Chief Justice

Ms. Debra J. Maloney
Regional Mediation
Coordinator
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Ms. Alana Simmons
Programme Coordinator
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Accounts Department

Mr. Irvin Ferdinand
Accountant

Mrs. Rita Bastien
Accounts Assistant

Ms. Benedicta
St. John- Dussiel
Accounts Clerk

Mrs. Michelle
John-Theobalds
Chief Registrar

Mr. Carlos Michel Jr.
Deputy Chief Registrar

Mr. Jordan Jarrett
Judicial Research
Assistant

Ms. Leonette Headley
Judicial Research
Assistant

Ms. Tamara Mathurin
Judicial Research
Assistant

Mrs. Jodi-Ann
Masters-Singh
Judicial Research Assistant

Court of Appeal Registry
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Ms. Desiree Valentine
Judicial Research Assistant

Mr. Peter Marshall
Judicial Research Assistant

Mrs. Stephine
Narcisse-Lionel
Senior Case Manager

Ms. Sheron Baptiste
Case Manager

Mr. Craig Gabriel
Case Manager

Mr. John Dwite Joseph
Case Manager

Ms. Maria Edmund
Case Manager
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Human Resource Department

Mr. Dylan Billy
HR Manager

Mrs. Natasha
Fitz - Christophe
Human Resource Officer

Ms. Lindel Joseph
Administrative
Assistant (HR)

Mr. Dwaymian Brissette
Information Services
Manager- Library and
Communications

Ms. Anselma Fadlin
Library & Information
Services Officer

Ms. Myrtene Cenac
Statistican

Mrs. Reine James
Records & Archives
Manager

Mrs. Sandra Augier
Records &
Archives Clerk

Mrs. Francisca Polius
Records &
Archives Officer

Information Management
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Office Management & Administration

Ms. Lenore St. Croix
Office Manager

Ms. Florentina Nelson
Administrative
Secretary

MS. Abigail Lansiquot
Receptionist

Mrs. Genevieve
Francis-Lewis
Secretary

Mrs. Zannia PlummerGabriel
Secretary

Ms. Anna Joseph
Secretary

Mr. Guy Stava
Office Assistant

Mr. Baldwin Paul
Office Assistant
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IT Department

Mr. Mark Ernest
Information Technology
Manager

Mr. Anderson Henry
Systems Administrator

Mr. Augustus Marcellin
Network Administrator

Mrs. Cynthia Ramjeawan
Project Coordinator/
Application Support
Officer

Mr. Demetrius Charles
Website Administrator

Ms. Raejean Montoute
Website Content
Officer
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Tribute
Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court Tribute to
Mr. Irvin Ferdinand

Our departed colleague has obviously left indelible
footprints in the sands of our lives, interwoven as they
are in our individual and collective human experiences and endeavours.

It

1958-2020

isn’t

April

when

our

hand in hand with officials

thoughts turn to taxes, nor

in each of the Court’s nine

is it August when budget

Member States and Territo-

submissions

ries.

are

on

our

minds, but it was Sunday
18th October when our

Irvin was a skilled accoun-

Today I join the Judicial Of-

thoughts turned to grief,

tant who, through his years

ficers,

and

as we learnt of the passing

of service to the Court,

Staff of the Eastern Caribbe-

of our dear colleague and

knew every influential pub-

an Supreme Court (ECSC)

friend Irvin.

lic officer in the Ministries of

Management

Headquarters family, the

Finance and Legal Affairs/

Registrars and particular-

A dear son of the soil, Ir-

Justice and the Accoun-

ly the accounting staff of

vin joined the ECSC fam-

tant General’s Departments

the High Court Offices, the

ily as our Accountant on

in the MSTs. He would not

Ministers of Finance and

17th November, 2003. He

hesitate to use that knowl-

Accountants General in the

was responsible for the fis-

edge and experience to se-

Court’s nine Member States

cal management, report-

cure the necessary financial

and Territories, family and

ing and maintenance of

commitments for the Court

friends, in mourning the

the Court’s finances at the

from these governments to

death of our beloved, Irvin

Headquarters. In perform-

ensure the daily up-keep of

Ferdinand.

ing these tasks he worked

its operations. They all ad-
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mired and respected Mr.
Ferdinand and responded
well to him even under the
most trying fiscal times, a
testament of the affable,
yet professional nature, of
Irvin.
Irvin’s upbringing and the
trajectory of his education
formed the basis for his
enduring

professionalism

and service to humanity.
As a trained accountant, his
pedigree in his chosen path
has seen him work in various sectors with remarkable aplomb. His credible
professionalism resonated
in all spheres of operation
at the ECSC whether as a
consummate employee or
as a mentor to members of
his accounting team direct
reports and others.
Irvin was often the life of our
office celebrations. Whether it was Jounen Kweyol,
a celebration that he truly
enjoyed, Independence or
Christmas, you could count
Irvin in. Not only would he
participate but he was also

always suitably dressed for

tion as a judge at several

the occasion. We fondly re-

calypso competitions at all

member him sparring with

levels) and government of-

His Lordship, The Hon. Mr.

fices across Saint Lucia and

Mario Michel, Justice of Ap-

the rest of the OECS, Irvin

peal, as they gave jokes and

Ferdinand was held in high

told stories in creole at our

esteem. Indeed his superb

office Jounen Kweyol cele-

sense of humour was un-

brations.

matched and his warm
personality and collegiality

From whichever angle one

was valued and respected

wishes to view Irvin, the

by his ECSC colleagues. He

narrative invariably under-

will be immensely missed

scores the quantum of the

by us all.

regenerative

endowment

with which he was imbued.

Like a true West Indian

From the Hills of Morne

and an avid cricket and

Fortune where he resided,

tennis fan, Irvin had faith

through the doors of cor-

and he played a brave and

porate,

culture

difficult innings as he bat-

(and here I pause to recog-

tled his illness; he did not

nize his stunning contribu-

give up. Like a maverick he

sporting,
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dealt with the rigours of his

or interacting with him will

treatment and the prom-

treasure his memory.

ise of short life without
complaint. Theologian and

On behalf of the Judicia-

Scholar Charleston Parker

ry and Staff of the Eastern

said that “In life, you have

Caribbean Supreme Court

3 choices. Give up, give in,

and on my own behalf, I

or give it your all.” We can

offer heartfelt condolences

safely say that Irvin gave it

and gratitude to Irvin’s dear

his all and for that we are

wife, Anne Sheran Ferdi-

comforted.

nand, his children, relatives
and many friends. May he

Our

departed

colleague

live on in our hearts and

has obviously left indeli-

the hearts of all those who

ble footprints in the sands

loved him and may his soul

of our lives, interwoven as

rest in peace.

they are in our individual
and collective human ex-

Dame Janice M. Pereira,

periences and endeavours.

DBE, LL.D.- Chief Justice

His colleagues at the ECSC,
as do I, and all who had the
pleasure of either working
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